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NAVAL AFF ASRS

INTEREST THE

Hull Lake City, Utah,

Nov.

the ball and other social affairs
here tomorrow.
General Carranza anAlthough
nounced before leaving Nogalcs that
lie would repay a social debt here, it
was said today by members of bus
party that possibly the prolonged stay
here was due to other reasons.
Carranza has been in close touch
by telegraph with the situation both
in the interior of Mexico and the United States.
From the south it was reported to- day that General Ojeda's federals
.
again attempted a sortie out of
Two federal columns which asl .wl
frnntn ., t VI I'tnrail!)
Jand Cruz de Piedra north and south
,oi ine gnu port, nat urcii uiiveu
hack, it was saidi
Absolute denial was made today at
the temporary constitutionalists head-quarters here that the reported activ- ity of General Lee Christmas, the
American soldier of fortune, in re- cruiting Americans at Chicago, had no
connection with the constitutionalists
movement in Mexico, it was reiterated that neither General Carranza nor
his advisers would permit any foreigners to join the insurgent troops, an
attitude which has been a characteristic of the present revolution in contrast to the Madero revolt.
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before
comes
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ours, with so many banks, probably destruction of foreien nroDertv. He
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prove efficient
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zone was quiet today.
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strike
Tokfo, Nov. 22. Prince Keiki
in the number of marriages
not pay war taxes.
- ' . airships, lowing Senator Owen.
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West Virginia Damage Suit.
the last of the Shoguns, died
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Germany
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year, 1911. Bhows 15,870 divorces,
UNITED STATES TROOPS
Carranza Makes Merry.
Constance today and started on its THE DAY IN
other damage suit growing out of the
1S37.
24 per 100,000 Inhabitants as against
ON WAY TO GALLUP.
250 mile flight to Gotha.
a
Magdalena, Sonora, Mex., Nov. 22.
ifirst
trip,
Keiki Tokugawa held the exalted detentions under martial law in the
ror
the west 12,800, or 20 per 100,000 in 1906. The
Senate.
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MOTHER! IS CHILD'S
SOUR, SICK

STOMACH

TRY THESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

If Tongue Is Coated Or If Cross, Feverish, Constipated Give "Cali-

fornia Syrup of Figs."

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,

7

HUERTA HAS TO

PILES

LARGE

Don't scold your irenui, peevish
FesteredandCametoHead. Scratchchild. See if tongue 1b coated; this Is
a sure sign its little stomach, liver
ing Made Sores. Caused Disfigand bowels are clogged with sour
Used Cuticura Soap
urement.
waste.
Face Now Clear.
and Ointment.
When listless, pale, feverish, full of
OF
ADJUTANT
HUNTER
SO
SAYS
cold, breath bad, throat sore, doesn't
1413 K. Groinssce Ave, Saginaw, Mich.
eat, sleep or act naturally, has stom- HAS
"Cuticura Hoap and Ointment curod me
SALVATION
ARMY, WHO
lathacho, indigestion, diarrhoea, give
of a very bad disease of the face without
COMB
a teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
LIVED SIX YEARSTN OLD MEXICO,
leaving a scar. Pimples broke
out ail over my faco, rod and
Figs," and in a few hours all the foul
AND WHO SAYS MADERO'S SUClarge. They festered and came
waste, the sour bile and fermenting
to a bead. They Itched and
food passes out of the bowels and
burned and caused me to
IN
CESSOR IS GAINING
you have a well and playful child
scratch them and make sores.
again. Children love this harmless
They said they wore seed warts.
At night I was restless from
"fruit laxative." and mothers can rest
When the barber
Itching.
easy after giving it, because it never
would shave me my face would
ft' lis to make their
little "insides" QUIET REIGNS IN
Weed terribly.
Then scabs would form
clean and sweet.
afterwards, then they would drop oil and
A
seed warts would come back
it handy, Mother!
little
MEXICO CITY NOW the
a:;ain.
They were on my face for about
given today saves a sick child tomornine months and the trouble caused disrow, but get the genuine. Ask your
figurement while it lasted.
druggist for a 50 cent bottle of "Cali"Huerta has to slay ou the job as
"One day I read in the paper of the
fornia Syrup of Figs," which has di- Soap and Ointment. I received a froo
or dictator or whatever one
rections for babies, children of all president
k unple of Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
or
Mexico
to
Old
call
iu
wishes
it
it was so much value to me that I bought
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly on the
bot tie. Uemember there are counter-- be shot. That is the situation in a a rake of Cuticura Soap and a box of CutiPHONE 85 MAIN.
cura Ointment at the drug store. In about
feits sold here, so surely look and nutshell."
ten days my face began to heal up. I kept
So declared James Humer, adjutant
see that yours is made by the "Calion using Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
fcrnia Fig Syrup company." Hand of the Salvation Army, who for six in a very short time after, the scabs dropped
of
in
Sal
the
has
been
back with contempt any other fig years
off the red spots where they were vanished
charge
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
Army score of workers in Old also. My face is now clear of the warts and
sj rup.
Mexico. Mr, Hunter, attired in a blue not a scar is left." (Signed) LeKoy C.
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
1913.
arrived ill Santa Fe ou a O'Brien, May 12,25c.
uniform,
WOOD
CORD
and Cuticura Ointment
Cuticura
STEAM COAL
CATTLE PRICES
brief visit, after inspecting the Salva- - 50c. are soldSoap
everywhere. Liberal sample of
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
each mailed free, with
Skin Book. AdABOUT DEMING tion Army corps in Arizona.
d
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
"I knew General Diaz
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T- & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Porfirio dress
WMon who shave and shampoo with Cuand liked him," said Adjutant
Deming, X. sr., Nov. 22. Commis- Diaz,
ticura Soap will flncUt best for akin and scalp.
sioner J. W. Phillips, one of the chief Hunter. "He was kind to our army.
slock buyers of this region has just Huerta, iu my opinion has learneu
HEAD
concluded his shipments of cattle to. something from the Diaz regime. BLOWS OFF
DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD CO.
WITH
SHOT GUN
Linger & .Mallon, of Denver, and is Huerta. like Diaz, is an Indian. He
very much gratified that during tbo knows that if he laid down his powei
MISSOURI-PACIF- IC
RAILWAY CO.
he
be
ussassi
would
arms
his
and
present shipment he has billed out
Anecleto Contreras, an old and resteers and stock cattle principally a nated before he got out of the palace.
ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO,
citizen of Rio del Media, com
spected
to
live.
on
to
Peo
He
the
has
stay
job
little better than 12500 head, averag
WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
to uu mitted suicide yesterday by blowing
ing in value $.10 each, making the pie in Washington do not seem
off the top of his head with a muzzle
snug sum to the raisers of cattle $375, dtrstand that feature of the situation. loading gun loaded with buck shot.
"But matters could be worse in Old
OOfl or better.
Mr. Phillips is of the
The act is
to have been
opinion that the prices next year will Mexico. With but little popularity committed in asupposed
SHORTEST LINE TO
fit of temporary aber- be even better than this, although the w hen he took over the reins of govern
although the old man had been
range at present is perhaps a little be- ment, Huerta is steadily ascending in ration,
DFNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
ill with stomach trouble for about four
low the standard, the loss of cattle has the regard of both the army and peo
corWhere Direct Connections are Made
been very light, and will be lighter pie. I think he will rally all classes, months. He had also had some
'
with the interior departstill during the coming season. Mr. all factions to his standard, in time. respondence
ment because is Tiis small holding
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
Adjutant Hunter declares that in his
Phillips is a large breeder and raiser
his name had been spelled
of cattle himself and very familiar opinion Huerta had no hand in the as- claim, in
his final proof application.
wrongly
President
of
sassination
Madero.
with
live
stock
this
throughout
part
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
This also had worried him.
of the state.
In
Mexico
Quiet
City.
Contrearas was about 65 years of
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claAlbert Lindauer who has a very
Do not think that all is chaos in age, and leaves a son and three daughservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
large cattle ranch between Deming Mexico City," re continued. "People ters. The funeral will take place SunLouis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain.
and Faywood, is experimenting in the dewn there are attending to their bus- day morning at Rio del Media.
fattening of cows for the market on iness much as they used to do. Forcotton seed meal and the coarsest eigners and natives are going about
To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coatt
kind of hay for rough feed, At first their dally affairs as thought there CHICHESTER
PILLS
Grande-Western
Points Denver & Rio
THROUGH
BRAND,
he gives each cow 1
of were no great conflict. I think quiet
pounds
for
At4
leal
Lad
your
lraUt
PacificRailwav-Th- e
ISi
Royal
meal twice a day; later, increasing will be restored nil over the republic
iflavond
l:lilcbettra
and Unlrf meullic
Ilia In
Gorge-FeathRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
to
with
2
Blue
sealed
amount
Ribbon,
that
bosea,
pounds. By this if Huerta can maintain his grip which
Take no - ther. uur r jonp
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
process it requires from eight to seems to be growing daily more firm.
lrulstwr ko
I'lAHonr u Kjtm
twelve weeks to fatten stock for the If he should step down, certain it is
years known as Best, Safest. Alwiyi Reliable)
market. Mr. Lindauer suggested to that Old Mexico would see strife far
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON
the secretary of the chamber of com bitter than that now, confronting the
merce today that the large amount of republic."
feed stuff raised by our farmers might
Adjutant Hunter admitted that It
be utilized in fattening cows for the
was getting too warm down in Old
beef market, and further suggested Mexico
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N. M.
for his workers; that preachthat he would be willing to furnish
was accompanied ouly
cows to those who would care to fat- ing salvation
difficulties just now.
ten them for market purposes and under great
"Most of our workers turned revoluTHE SANITARY
take his pay for the cattle at the time
ho added, with a smile.
of sale for such market purposes. He tionists,"
1
SHORTOBDERRESTflDRHNT
After spending a couple of days here
jBaid that by feeding a little cotton
El
Mr.
to
where
Hunter
Paso
will
go
seed meal as suggested, that it would
REGULAR MEALS.
L. A. HUGHES,
C. L. POLLARD,
take the farmers from CO to 90 days he will rep'de until the temperature
J. CRICHTON,
bit.
in
cools
Old
a
down
Bijieo
to put them in condition for the
Night. g
Open Day
President.
Secretary.
Manager & Treasurer.
This morning the adjutant spent
butchers block.
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
ft!
Rapid progress is going on in the several hoiuw calling at the chamber
of commerce and asking information
Dinner
Parties,
of
the
Special
railBurro
Mountain
completion
3
about Santa Fe, and New Mexico. He
road by the Phelps-Dodgcompany,
and in the next two or three weeks the seemed much impressed with the AnROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
track will be ready for the rolling cient City. Asked if he would lecture
- NEW MEXICO.
SANTA
if
so
do
FE, he
said
that
he
here,
might
stock Into Tyrone, following which
invited.
will be great activity in that section
of the mountain world. The work will
(INCORPORATED)
be pushed as rapidly as possible
around the site for the big mill, as the
company is very anxious to open up
that mining Bection. When this is in
full running order and the camp is
LUMBER
DESCRIPTION.
thoroughly established the freight business over the E. P. & S. W. will be
a very important item. The matter of
Builderecting the passenger station at the
Shingles, Cement,
Roofing
present crossing of the Southwestern
WILL BE PREPARED to
of
and Southern Pacific, or whether the
of
best
possible.
you in
company will join with the Union sta
we
Below you will find
tion down town has not yet been
good
definitely settled. The citizens of
offer
Deming would very greatly appreciate
joyous
having a union station for its large
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
FRESH FRUIT
passenger traffic, and it is to be ser
will
iously hoped that arrangements
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
be made whereby the Southwestern
Malagas, and California Red Grapes, Florida Grape Fruit,
same
will
the
Solicited.'
Your Business
passenger depot
occupy
Florida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden. Wine
as is now occupied by the Southern
Sap, Black Ban and many other varieties of Apples.
Pacific and Santa Fe, as with the i
FRESH VEGETABLES
Foot of Montezuma Ave.
eased amount of passenger traffic
Phone 100 and 35 W.
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes, Califorit would be a mater of great conven
nia Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers, Green
ience to the traveling public, and save
Onions, Mangos, Celery.
the trouble of a transfer from one staROOT VEGETABLES
tion to the other.
Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
Parsnips, Sweet Spuds,
C. D. Latteruer, of Porkerville, Mo.;
Onions, 'Cabbage, Hubbard 8quash, Fine White Spuds.
I, W, Taylor, of Galena, Kan.; Harry
NEW NUTS
Neid, or Denver Colo.; E. J. Smith, of
English Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans, Filberts,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Fred Schwertener,
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts.
of Miles Texas, and J. H. Helweg, of
GO.
BANK
UNITED
ALSO
Miles, Texas, are here for the purpose
of investing in Mimbres valley lands.
Dates, bulk. Dromedary Dates, Imported Symrna Figs, Washed
A number of the party has already
Figs, Cooking Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded Raisins and
Currants, Pop Corn.
purchased land, others will. It Is
'
BLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
.
probable that the entire party will
JMMtt titttMMlllllllMttnmitllMIUllllllllltlinilHIMIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIHIIUIIIinilMIIIIIHIlllllS
purchase before the end of the week.
SELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.
Jas. W. Norment, a prominent bankf
FRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.
er of Santa Fe, is looking over our
POULTRY
school
lands
be
offered
for
which
will
5MMIHHMMIIMIIIIUIIIItlllHlllMIIIIIMMIIIlll"l'"l"'"tMIttlllMIIIMIMIIIItimmtir
sale at public auction December 8th
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
FRESH FISH
by Commissioner Ervien, of the state
land office of New Mexico.
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
J. B. LAMY,
C. S. Hart, a prominent cattle man
SMOKED FISH
of Portales Is spending a few
j
White Fish, Salmon, Herring.
with J. W. Phillips.
MEATS
e
Kosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veai, Spare-RibA MAKER OF HEALTH.
Sausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains, Smoked Tongues, etc.
A good honest medicine like Foley
Swift Premium Hams and Bacon.
Kidney Pills gives health to many
CHEESE
families. Mrs. O. Palmer, 635 Williow
HAND-PAINTE- D
Cream, Brick, Limburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Edam,
St., Green Bay, Wis. was seriously
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert, Neufch-ateill
with
and
bladder
trouble.
kidney
to
are
now
the
decorations
at
eye
delight
displayed
Showing
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell's Parmasan.
Mr. Palmer writes: "My wife Is rapid
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
her
and
health
ly
recovering
strength
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
due solely to the use of Foley Kidney
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
been sold.

and Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 "
Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps,
.05 "
Ground Charcoal, . . . $ .03 "
Poultry and Stock FoodComposed f QE -- of
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,
?l.7j pu

'....$

TO LIVE

SWEET RED PIM1ENTOES,

WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
HONEY.
AND NEW

INTER

GROCERY CO.

j

PHOITE 40.

IN

for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

'

32--

post-car-

THE

POW E R
IS QUITE SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

j

ss

S

LINE

i

2

er

rwi
IYH.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why ail this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

ra

-

-

"

LSQHX

I

CAPITAL COAL YARD

eoal iRffE Wood

"

lb.

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

Kp

Cuti-ci-

22, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone
cwt.

ALL OVER FACE

BE PRESIDENT

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

2

it s

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

Majestic Cafe

MULLIGAN & RISING
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

'Next Door to Postoffice.

I

j

and

j

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

f

e

Lumber and Transfer Co.
HEADQ,"U"AHTEBS

OR

I THAHKSGIVIHG

OF EVERY

and
Plaster,
ing Materials Every Description.

WE

AGENTS TeE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

a

the

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

fii-4-

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

GASPER ST.

104 DON

ISCOMINCj
manner

FOR TICKETS

1

take care

listed the
things
to make your Thanksgiving Dinner
one:

llJF

in-c-

SHIP YOUR FREiGH

I

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Blsbee, Douglass and all points In
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

East
U
Best MIS iSSIIISf or
11

L

3

,

Ruta-Bag-

ft

STATES

'West

TRUST

Does a General Banking Business.

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Agt., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

Your Patronage Solicited

'

1
'j

t.

jj

Home-mad-

CHINA

before

THE MODERN GROCERY

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

In

a few days we will open

A

FIRST-CLAS-

S

S TUDIO'flt 249 San Francisco Street 'under the
personal supervision of Mr. Gray, Watch for
the opening announcement.

l,

the best pieces have

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

COMING !

For quick results,
little ".WANT."

CO.

THE GRAY STUDIO
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING PHOTOGRAPHER.

Santa Fe

Albuquerque

I

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

22,

CERTIFICATE OF AMENDMENT

V. COATtD,

EDWIN

seized the enraged animal by the an ThOW
REBUILD THE
TO
lers and was thrown astrido the deer -Is Interested
.
and should
'
back.
Locking his feet under the
know about the wonderful
OLD PARTY
s,'rw stomach of Ihe buck, Rider held on to;
Marvel
uoucne the antlers.
The buck plunged into the forest,)
Ask ynTr'tlriieffUtfors
as Rider could not lot go his hold, IHAT IS Int rKtilUtNIi InUUIiHI
and
h. If ho cannot supwripv
ply the MAKVKL,
he was carried, as near as he could
NOW
PROFESSOR TAFT ANO SENATOR
M
fi'i
but
no
other,
Qgf J.jJ gjlk
accept
sendstampforbook.
estimnte, about nine miles. The in- STUDY RESULTS ON
ROOT SHOULD
Marvel Cfl,. 44E. 23d St.. M. .
furiated animal tried to throw the un- INITIATIVE AND REFERENDUM.
welcome rider, and brushed against
RIDES NINE MILES
trees and rocks. Rider's clothes were
shreds, but he held fast.
(l)y (iilson liardner.1
ON BUCK'S BACK itornTheto buck
weighed more than 200
Washington. IJ. C, Nov. 22. The
pounds.
New York political situation is inter Kingston. N. Y.. Nov .22. Vernon
President Wilson and Seeretesting
Rider, of this town, had a thrilling a(i !vvoULD MAKE THEM
Tumulty.
tary
venture while hunting deer recently
BETTER IF THEY COULD
How to rebuild a Democratic party
when he rode nine miles on the hack
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills Ion the ruins of Charles F. Murphy
buck.
nf art piirnypd
'
know that they have absolutely the and Tammany hall and a Sulzer im
..
. .
,
rtnt-- i iwuuw ins me (luiiiiui iwi sev- best
combination of curative and heal pf achmont is the problem. The reeral hours Rider got a shot at the ing medicines for
kidney and bladder form admlnisl ration of New York City
buck and missed. The deer was in an ailments and
irregularities is n nucleus. Dudley Field Malone, the
urinary
Rider did that it is possible to
open space and charged.
That new collector of the port at New York
produce.
not dare ruif, and stood for the buck, is why Foley Kidney Pills are the best U
likely to be in charge of the work.
which rushed head down at him.
medicine for the purpose you can buy. The issue is the next tiling, and it is
To keep from being gored, Rider
The Capital Pharmacy,
the idea of 'Henry George and some of
the few enlightened members of the
New York Democratic delegation in
HERE'S WHAT THE congress that direct primaries must be
GOETHAL'S, THE MAN WHO STUCK.
taken up and put through as a guarantee that New York Democracy is
MAN WHO BUILT THE PANAMA CANAL IS LIKE.
genuinely progressive. President Wilson
likes the idea and is willing to asin
be
every one of them or they're
He went through the primary
sist.
mighty poor histories.
on
You can make up your mind what he fight In New Jersey and has ideas
lo
is like from his pictures.
I did. And the subject. All this looks ahead
New
then you can have the people down the next presidential campaign.
if
here tell you about him and form an York is always an important state,
Demodid that, not a pivotal state, and if the
estimate of his character.
crats are to win. New York Democtoo.
lie reconstructed
along
And neither estimate came within a racy must
lines.
modern
full
of
art
whole
gallery
ideals as compared to the- real thing.
You don't need to be told you've
One in a hundred citizens in the
seen a man.
United Slates pays the Income tax.
You know It.
That is approximately the proportion.
The population of the United States is
The
now approximately 10l),0l"0,nn0.
estimated number of those having incomes big enough to be taxed is
Probably a more accurate estimate would be 1,000,000; so the proportion is one in one hundred. This
one hundred, of course, include
children, women and pan
pers.

"America is doomed to die unless her great

Every Woman

State of New Mexico,
Office State Corporation Commission.
Certificate of Comparison,
rimed States of America,
State of New Mexico. ss.
It Is Hereby Certified, that the annexed is a full, true and complete
of Amendtranscript of the Certificate
ment to Certificate of Incorporation of
Zook's Pharmacy Increasing Capital
Stock (No. 7705) with the endorsements thereon, as same appears on file
and of record in the office of the State
Corporation Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the- chairman and clerk of said commission
have hereunto set. their hands and affixed the seal of said commission, at
t
the city of Santa Fe, on this Twenty-firsA. D. 1913.
November,
of
day
Hl'OH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.
Attest:
Clerk.
(SEAL)
Stock
Certificate of Increase of Capital

of
PHARMACY.
of
Zook's Pharmacy, a corporation
that
New Mexico, does hereby certify,
i't has increased Its capital stock from
Thousand Dollars to Fifty ThouZOOK'S

Five
sand Dollars, and that the change has
been declared by resolution of the
Board of Directors of said corporation to be advisable and has been duly
and regularly assented to by a vote of
in interest of the stockholders having voting powers, at a
of
meeting duly called by the Board
Directors for that purpose, ana tne
written assent of said stockholders is
hereby appended; and that the registered office of the said corporation is
located at 202 San Francisco St., in
the city of Santa Fe, state of New Mexico, and Mr. John Zook is designated
as the statutory agent therein and in
thereof, and upon whom
charge
process against the said corporation
may be made.
In Witness Whereof, the said corporation has caused this certificate to
be signed by Its President and Secto be
retary and its corporate seal Novemhereunto affixed, this 15 day of
ber, A. D. 1913.
(Corporate Seal).
two-third- s
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How to Use Peruna
"
for Soughs and Colds

y

fjitt
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CITIES' ARE HEALED BY
PR0F-

CHARLES

-

MULFORD

ROBIN SON

A MASTER

TELLS

shift" cities are breaking, not

-t-

he

cure.

,

HOW

PHYS,C,AN!
OUR

"MAKE-

-

making, human beings

in the city," he said. "We
people
and are prone to lament solemnly the conthe'
,n.n)j( Sllttt,rinf. in
richest, most slant downward trend of population,
V sigh to think that the vortex of
in
the
wcnderful commonwealth
world -- America'.' And why is most of city lite is sucking into its whirl ami
this misery conceiilrated in the great devitalizing the best blood of farm
arid countryside. But instead of gocities?"
'
l'rof. Charles .Mulford Robinson. "K 'back to the farm we ourselves
called the world's greatest authority continue to live in the city and we
o,i city planning, is asking the qnes- - bring up our children there!
"We have good reason for our
tion. And this is his answer:
.Money, and all that money
"Well, I am convinced it is simply choice!
means, is to be made chiefly in the
city, Tile city affords us recreation,
pleasure, amusement. It is the. home
of theatres, libraries, museums, con- I
cert halls, parks. It is the center of
x
Mm
art and culture. It offers the finest
Wilcol-ayn-

Mly

-

schools.
j

"

I

,

"The American cities are the vital
organs of the American civilization!
Why, it is a recognized fact that the
progress of the world is the exact
binduct ol the city!
"And so, since the city not only is
so alluring, but is u lieuebiMirv
ii
institution, I believe we should make
belter more beautiful! Hut the
city beautiful is, as a plain matter of!
For nothing
fact, the oily efficient.
is well done unless it is artistically
done surely every one will admit
that."
"Can you illustrate your point?"
interrupted.
"Why. isn't it self evident?" Professor Robinson asked in reply, "that
there is just exactly as little utility
as there is art, in dirty, treeless
streets, in unsightly lots, in cluttered
alleys, in
water fronts?
1

hand-painte-

I

K

smoke-cloude-

at fault! The machinery was!
"To correct that fault is to correct
mechanics. And man who still gropes
blii:c!'y in seme realms of science is
master cf mechanics!"
"Weil, in what way Is the civic ma- chine out of order?" I ventured,
"It has not been planned! And so
it accomplishes its ends by make- shifts! The saloon and the vicious
dance hall are only makeshift institu
tions to satisfy the human need for
companionship and diversion. The
fatal grade crossing and tho airless
tenement these, too, are makeshifts
which have grown up because man did
not plan!
"The purpose of civic design is to
adapt the city to its function!
"How are we to go about this city
planning?"
"Retain an expert and let him make
a survey of the entire city. He will
engage specialists to study each particular (luesllon of sanitation, housing,
transportation, and so forth. Then
any compact organization of citizens
chamber of commerce or a woman's club can carry on the fight for
the adoption of their plans."

railroad-monopolize- d

972,-00-

j

Gentlemen like Professor Taft, Sen
ator Root and others who fear the
dangers of "minority rule" under the
Increase of
initiative and referendum, should take
Pharmacy.
a glance at the tables just prepared
having at
by the executive secretary of the Nas
in interest of the
least
tional Popular Government league,
stockholders of the Zook's Pharmacy,
Judson King.
a corporation, have, at a meeting
In the ten states where the initiaregularly called for the purpose, voted
tive and referendum was in operation
in favor of increasing Its capital stock
in the 1912 elections, the returns show
from Five Thousand to Fifty Thousand
that 72 ner cent of the total voters
to
do
now,
and
pursuant
Dollars,
voted on all the 91 measures which
assent
our
written
statute, hereby give
were submitted. The total vote for
to said change.
in the ten states was 2,177,-3?candidates
In Witness Whereof, we have hereOf these, 1,567,600 voters 72
15
unto set our hands and seals this
per cent of the total voted on all ths
day of November. A. D. 1913.
initiative and referendum measures
John N. Zook (Seal) No. of shares, 25.
submitted. And 82 per cent, or 1,787,
Zelma B. Zook (Seal) No. of shares 24
WO voted on the most important
J. F. Collins (Seal) No. of shares 1.
COL. GOETHALS AT HIS DUSK IN PANAMA.
The IS per cent who voted
Affidavit.
nothing are chiefly composed of
upon
have
fine
writers
of
A
State of IK'ew Mexico;
FERGUSON.
lot
,
mighty
By ALBERT FORD
and indifferent
ignorant
written about Goethals. There isn t cpreless,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
(Staff Correspondence).
voters who take no interest in printhat
him
to
A.
about
much
D.,
say
On this 15 day of November,
The disinterested 18 per cent
Culebra, Canal Zone, Nov. 21. I anything
John N. have been down in the Panama Canal hasn't been said. Everybody knows ciples.
1913, before me appeared
disfranchised themselves.
- voluntarily
And
in
was born
everyBrooklyn.
Zook, president, and Zelma Brown - Zone for several days, trying to gain
82 per cent decided the
interested
The
cni
UOUy KIIOWS lit; WU KUUtttlCU HI
Zook, secretary, of the Zook's Phar- an un(iergtanding of the thing.
issues.
Point and went into the engineer corps
macy, each to me personally Known,
j now understand it, because I have of the army when he was
Another interesting thing shown by
graduated.
who being by me severally and amy seen Goethals,
the tables is that the people are conthat
he
knows
specializnot
and
himself
Everybody
for
each
sworn,
onej
the Panama 0anal ed on locks and canals when he was servative. Out of a total of 94 mea- knQw
for the otner, ma say uial ..e .
bu,u a whole year ahead of tlme an pniHnppr nfTtcpr nnd was a.ssianed sures in ten states, submitted by pe- i bucii oeuicioi j,
sue
anu
presiueni
The reason is Goethals eolone of to duty in places where he could doltition of the people, s.i were rejecie.i
spectively, of said above corporation,
chairman of the United that kind of work.
aud 41 adopted, showing that the peo- in and which executed the engineers,
And everybody knows that President pie discriminate and use their
Sregoing certificate; and that the seal tates Panama Cans commtssion,
of the canal zone!
sent him to take charge of ment as what measures they want
affixed to said instrument is the cor-- j king
to
a
that
in
want
canal
the
If
1907, because, as he put it, and what they do not want. Not only
and
picture
get
you
porate seal of said corporation;
people go down that, but the table disposes of the
that said instrument was signed and; typifies strength and gentleness, truth he was tired of having
and send in their resignations, gument that Ihe initiative and refer-ansealed in behalf of said corporation and vigor, simplicity and force, high
so 111 put Goethals there and he'll endum is used excessively, causing
and practical common sense and
by authority of its board of directors ideals
1
honest-to-Gogreat expense and so forth. The averhumanity, don't go to an stick to the job, not only because
and with the assent of at least
on
votea
in
he
but
because
of
of
a
over
him
number
let
lot
and
won't
look
questions
quit,
Uge
in interest of the stockholders art gallery
to stick the ton states was 9.4, and this aver- of said corporation
having voting paintings of naked women. Just take doesn't know any better than
to
do.
sent
was
oy iuu
he's
to
raised consicteraDiy
modern history of the United
any job
age
powers, as their voluntary act and up any
HE BUILT THE CANAL.
large number of questions submitted
deed and as the voluntary act and States and turn to the page where
where re-And Goethals has stuck.
In Colorado and Or?gon,
Goethal's picture is painted. It will
deed of said corporation.
failed 'o do
legislatures
actionary
asthe
And affiants further say, that
their duty and had to be overrule by
sent hereto appended is signed by at
the people directly.
of
the
in interest
s
.least
THE REPORT OF THE
ANALYZING
Dtockholders of said corporation havin person or
Col. H. J. Humey, who carries
ing voting powers, either
constituted
proxies or
around with him the title of "judge ad
by their duly
thereunto duly authorvecate general of the state of Ohio,"
attorneys-in-fac- t
takes exception to the statement that
ized in writing.
JOHN N. ZOOK,
a soldier in the United States army
( President
may be "unjustly charged, secretly
ZELMA B. ZOOK,
tried, and cruelly punished and he has
-raz.
no remedy," as in the case of Private
Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
Clarence h. George, who was sentenc1913.
D.
A.
ed to a year in prison, dishonorable
this 15th day of November,
EDITH VILEMA.,
discharged, and the forefeiture of all
Notary Public.
(Notarial Seal)
pay and allowances because he wrote
1914.
7,
a letter to Secretary to the President
My commission expires March
ENDORSED :
Tumulty, complaining of the treatNo. 7705.
ment he had receivel in the army.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 241. CertifiThe question raised by Colonel Tur-necate of Amendment to Certificate of
is one of fact. The war department has definitely refused to furnish
Incorporation of Zook's Pharmacy, Inl
creasing Capital Stock.
proceedings:
copy of the
Filed in office of State Corporation
Private George is in jail; if his
9
a.
m.
Commission, Nov. 21, 1913;
is not cruel punishment (consid-ierinEDWIN" P. COARD, Clerk
the nature of his offense) then
Ithe definition of cruel ought to be
(Compared EDC to JJO).
changed. If the facts are not open to
tho public, the trial is certainly secret.
Coffee
And as George cannot get out of jail,
he certainly has no remedy.
Don't value goods by
B. ZOOK.

ZELMA

Its Secretary-TreasureStockholders' Assent to
Capital Stock of Zook's
We, the subscribers,

PROF. CHARLES

is
that the mechanics of our
out of gear! Man is not
to suffer
these
Ly fate resignedly
evils.
The faulty friction of life in
tkfc city the city which man himself
has built is mainly responsible and in
the cities nearly half the American
people live! So why not make the
city a better place to live in
Prof. Robinson was trying to prove
to me that the newest of all studies
the study of civic design is not mere- lv a visionary fad, with no more prac- tical object than converting a sandlot
into a sunken Japanese garden but
that It is, rather, a vital contribution
to the solution of world wide social
problems!
So famous is Professor Robinson
among experts in city planning that
he has just been called to take the
chair of civic design at the University
of Illinois the first professorship of
this kind in the ITniled States! Hi!
was eager to explain for the readers
c' the New Mexican the true scope of
this subject, which has been completely neglected in this, his own country,
while other nations not only have
studied It, but have actually applied
it' Professor Robinson is still actively engaged as a city planner, being at
the university only part time.
"I believe in making the city a better place to live in, because I believe

mea-supre-

i

1

e

j

d

s

MULFORD

ROBIN SON.

altogether uneconotorious for
their dirt and ugliness. Living in the
community which is the cradle of art,
culture and pelasure, thousands of human beings are suffering the very
worst forms of misery!
"But their misery is not simply a
necessary result of city life! This
dry heat of suffering and crime which
gnaws through the vitals of our great
cities is largely caused by friction! So
the problem of city poverty is only
problems of efficient adjustment aproblem of the mere mechanics of municipal life!
to
"An old man in found frozen
death in the snow:' a tenement
.
.nora baby;
"
starves; a little boy steals
corner grocery; a girl jumps to ner
death in the river s black water: ii
is the history of one day in the city.
"And we think we have explained
the why of it, when we say they were
poor or wronged, evil or morbid by
"Our cities are

city-lif- e

two-third-
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Its President.

Attest:

-

)
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If Peruna were used at the beginning of every cold, coughs would generally be prevented.
After the cough begins Peruna will
peneraliy stop it just as quickly as it
:wht 10 be stopped. To stop a cough
before- all of the expectoration has
been removed is to do great Injury.
Afier the expectoration has been
I'roperly removed the cough will stop
itself.
That is the only proper way
to slop a cough.
Occasionally a cough depends upon
r.n irritable condition of the larynx
or bronchial tubes, In which, there ia
little or no expectoration.
The problem of stopping such a
cough Is a slightly different one.
Even in those cases Peruna ought to
be taken, but sometimes it is necessary that local treatment be added.
Every one who has a troublesome
cough or a lingering cold should writs-thPeruna Company,
Columbus,
Ohio, for a free copy of the "Ills of
Lite." There is no free pamphlet disy
of more real value
tributed
to the sick and afflicted than the new
"Ills of Life." It is filled from cover
to cover with actual cases of cough,
colds and other climatic diseases in
all stages and complications. You
could scarcely fail to find your casa
exactly described in this book.
To neglect to do everything possible
to. get rid of a stubborn cold or
,,
,
,
ij-- j
Peruna haa enjyea a great reputa-- it
tlon as a remedy In such cases tor
thirty or forty years. As a rule, a
person who uses one bottle of It is
always afterwards an enthusiastic
advocate of Peruna. Peruna Itself Is
a means of selling mora Peruna than
all advertisements put together.
Those who object to liquid medicines can now obtain Peruna Tablets.

nomic, unsanitary and

i

DILLINGHAM

FAVORS

FEDERAL UNIVERSITY.

Washington, Nov. 22. Consternation seized upon members and employes of the senate committee on
the university of the United States
to(ay when 1( was earned that the
chairman, Senator Dillingham, had
announced his intention of introducing and pressing a bill for the estab-- '
lishtnent of a university under federal control. The committee has not
ralure!
had a meeting In years and has ex"On the contrary! We can go back isted principally to afford new memof so superficial an answer and say bers a chairmanship,
a committee
that one deep reason for their terri- room and the allowance for secretary
muthe
is
this:
ble tragedies
simply
and clerks that go with committee
whose
true function appointments, hence the stir.
unicipality,
to
should have been
strengthen tnem,
broke them!
"The pitifully frayed human failures of our cities were not necessarily
.

i

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

d

ANOTHER

WHITE HOUSE

BRIDE.

YOU

"BATTLE."

two-third-
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weight or volume but by
the service they give you.
And the new creed is:
You shouldn't pay unless
you get the service you
had a right to expect.
Schilling's Best best
coffee service for the money, or moneyback.
In Mb,
and
aroma-tigcans; cleanly granulated
moneyback.
b

b

(Photographed on the Mexican Border by W. H. Durborough)
GEN.
J. P. WISSER AND COL. W. A. MANN READING THE REPORT
not
will
to
It
waste your
par job
time writing out your legal forma OF THE SHAM SKIRMISHES. BY THIS MEANS ALL WEAK SPOTS IN
ARE DISCOVERED AND STRENGTHENED. GEN. WISSER
when yon can set thorn already print THE LINE-U-P
ed at the New Mexican Printing DECLARES THAT THE U. S. TROOPS ON THE MEXICAN BORDER ARE
IN THE "PINK OF CONDITION" FOR FIGHTING.
Company.

j

j

It is estimated that
the average man is
worth S2 a day from
the neck dmvn what
Is he worth from the
neck up?
That depends en
tirely upon training:.
If you are trained so
that you plan and
direct work you are
worth ten times as
much as the man
who can work only
under orders.
The Internationa
Cofretpondflnct School!
Co to the man who is
strujjjjlipff along on
small pay and say to
him, "We will train
ynu for promotion
right where you are,
or we will qualify
you to take up a
more congenial line
of work at a much
hiirln--

r

salary."

Kvery month
eral hundred

PET CAT PREUENTS
A THEATRE FIRE

if

sev-- j
stu--

j
rfport advancement

voluntarily

t

Ithaca, N. Y.( Nov. 22.- - Kingy, the
Lyceuni Theater pet cat. saved the
large playhouse from destruction at
an early hour and also the life of
George Williamson, who was sleeping
in one of the dressing rooms.
Williamson was sleeping when the
cat, which is admired by local theater
The
goers, began pawing his face.
persistence of the cat finally caused
Williamson to rouse himself.
Williamson, who was stealing a
:'
"'$((l"VV
sleep in the theater after being strandJed here and befriended by stage em
ployees, saw a small fire near the
dressing room. It gained headway so
that he could not put it out with the
JULIA GARDINER TYLER, DAU GHTER OF A FORMER SENATOR
fire extinguisher and he called the
fire department Damage of about FROM NEW YORK, WHO BECAME THE BRIDE OF PRESIDENT TYLER
OX JI'KE 2 1344.
$3,000 to scene was done.

j

as the direct result
of I. C. S. training,
You need not leave
your present work,
or your own homr.
Mark this coupon at
once ana uiaii it.

j

1....

mm

loicraatloaal correspondence Schools
Box 888, Scranton, Fa.
T

Please eiplaln, without further obligation tm my
part, how I can quality lor the posit 'n, tiade, ot

j

Automobile Running
Poultry Farming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Man
Advertising
Show-CarWriting
Window Trimming
Commercial II lustra t
Industrial Designing

-

Architectural Drafts.
f Spanish
Chemist

Language JI German
Banking
Civil Servlcel

i'"n

;

st. & No.,

Electrical
Mechanical
Mechanical

Wlreman
Enemerr

Draftsman

t.ngmeei
Telephone Expert
firatinnarv Eninneer
Textile Manufacturing
Civil bngmeer
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete Conatruct'n
Plumbing, Steam Htf g
Mine Foreman
Mine Superintendent
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In Girlhood

HARVARD DOWNS
VALE BY 15 TO 5

SPOGfflNe

NOVEMBER

Womanhood

TO-DA- V

The women who have used

OK

Dr. Pierce's Favorite

Motherhood

Cambridge, .Mass., Nov. 22. Charles
E. Hricklcy, with the assistance of the
Prescription will tell you
47
on
Illinois'
ball
the
of
possession
rest of the Harvard varsity team,
that
it frepd them from Dain
line.
yard
broke down all Crimson traditions tohelped them over painfuJ periods in
day by defeating Yale 15 to 5. The
their life and saved them many a day
Assist Nature
famous half back scored with his eduDEVELOPS MORE
of anguish and misery. This tonic, in
now and then,
cated foot four goals from the Held
with a gentle
liquid form, was devised over 40 years
MANAGERS BUT
(lorn behind his rush line and one
for the womanly system, by R.V.
Dr.
ago
cathartic
This
from
had
only
LESS REAL STARS been placement. once orexploit
Pierce, M. D., and has been sold ever
Pierce's Pleas-an- d
twice in tho
equalled
since by dealers in medicine to the
Pellets tone
hlctnrv nf Anierirnn fnnthnll
Thp
New York. Nov. 22. With all his ya,e sc0.es
benefit of many thousand women.
and invigorup
cam(j ml a goal from
wonderful skill in managing ball nm
ate liver and
Now if you prefer you can obtain Dr.
Guernsev all(J tt mistaken
by
clubs and developing players, Connie !safet by
bmvels. Be sure
Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablet at
The
0,Brjenj Qf Harvard
ueeu
mr
so
nas
'
nowever,
Macs,
your druggist at $1 per box, also in 60c
was made after the Yale kicklalter
yon get what
.
.
,
or send GO one cent stamps to Dr.
size
to impart to ins iieuieiiams uiul au...e
nost
Harvard
ask
for.
you
R. V. Fierce, Buffalo, iV. '. for trial box.
knowledge which has made himself hind the Harvard man picked it up and
one of the greatest leaders baseball
Uoughtlessly touched it down behind
has ever seen.
t
lie line. Harvard outplayed Yale
wondersome
Hack has developed
in the third
minutes
a
few
for
a
buck and from the twenty yard line in the cross country run. His time
ful ball players, yet there Is not
leriod, when the Yale offense made a
a
single graduate of his school who has ?rand march down the field of 49 ale rushed eight yards in three tries. for the five miles was 26:44
made a success as manager. A numconference.
nearest that Yale reach-- t Logan caught the resulting punt and record for the western
irds.
The
was forced out of bounds at Har- The best previous time was 27:29.
ber have tried but failed. From the .1 to Harvard's
goal line was the 2C
McGraw school a number of players
came within vard's 3:1 yard line. Brickley squirmHarvard
while
line,
yard
ed through for nine yards and Brad-k- BANK DIRECTOR ADMITS
have been graduated to higher levels, '
of the Yale back line. The
and while none of them have achiev- li yards
made the first down. O'Brien ran
TAMPERING WITH NOTES.
teams was so rigid
both
fense
by
ed half the fame of their tutor,
yet
nine yards more and on a double pass
the
was
field
goals
hit scoring by
Harwick went to Yale's thirty-onquite a few have been successful
Pittsburgh, Nov. 22. David J. Richonly chance at point making. Fort-line. Two fake kick formations ardson, former cashier of the Cosmofinancially.
yard
summer
sat
in
seven thousand people
Of all the former Giant players who
entire crowd remain- made seven yards and Yale took the politan National bank, closed by the
have become managers after they sunshine and the
Knowles comptroller of the currency, was a
cele ball on her 22 yard line.
Harvard
ed
the
for
serpentine
Man
Joe
quit the New York club, Iron
in a Yale kicked and Harvard started rushing witness today in the trial of Alexanever
made
the
first
bration,
monev
McGinnity has made the most,
not. again from its 35 yard line. Yale der Richmond, Jr., former director of
nA tlio
u,c
out of baseball. Not many years agr
a punt, and on a fake kick the bank, indicted for having misapa
oi
" forced
aouuie
eDraiion
victory
McGinnity got his chance in Newark
Knowles ran 27 yards passing all Har- plied bank funds and aiding the cashBlues.
the
Crimson
against
A few years ago Joe got himself in
men except Brickley, who down- ier to make false entries. RichardHarvard and Yale met in their an- vard
bad with the Newark fans and dis
ed him in the center of the field. On son admitted the truth of testimony
here
football
today.
game
posed of his stock. There was an nual
a wing shilt Ainsworth struggled to given yesterday that names of firms
The game drew a record crowd of
opening out on the Pacific coast and
the 35 yard line. Guernsey missed a appearing on notes for lifting a
athlolic
No other
there McGinnity went. He holds in- 47,000 persons.
note given by E. R. Paul, of the
gcal
by a few feet and Harvard was
terest in a club out there and is savl event in this country at which a paid saved. The first half ended 30 sec- Santa Fe Centraf Railroad company.1
ever
was required has
to be making money out of his invest admission
were fictitious and that the Bigners of
onds later.
drawn such numbers.
ment.
in the second half Brann succeeded the notes assumed no responsibility
a
from
was.
spectafine
The
weather
Roger Bresnahan also has roa.d
Brickley kicked off and were so informed.
sum- Carter tor Yale.
enough out of the game to protect him tor's standpoint but the Indian
and on the first rush Knowles circled
which
the
lacked
mer
air
puts
snap
self after his baseball career is ovpr
Harvard's right for 33 yards. Guern BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
McGraw let Bresnahan go to St. Louic life and speed into football.
low and it was HarFOR CATARRH THAT
sey
as
follows:
was
The lineup
to better himself, even though Roge"
mark.
Mahan turned
vard's
CONTAIN MERCURY
Harvard O'Brien, left end; Storer,
was one of the best catchers in th
Yale's right end and ran 2Q yards and as mercury will surely destroy
Bresnahan, however, never (Capt.), left, tackle; Hitchcock, left Dana on the same formation went to
game.
of smell and completely derange
made a name for himself as a lead-- ' ?".iaid; Trumbull, center; Pennrock, Yale's 40
line. Mahan made it the whole system when entering it
Gilma,
right tackle; first down yard
But at times when he had his Cardln-- i right guard;
and the Crimson backs through the mucous surfaces. Such
team running well it made money for Hardwick, right end; Logan, quarter rushed to Yale's 26
yard line. Brick- articles should never be used except
the club's stockholders.
back; Mahan, left half back; Brand-less- ,
ley then dropped back and kicked his on prescriptions from reputable physiright half back; Brickley, full third field
cians, as the damage they will do is
goal,
back.
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Score Harvard 9; Yale 5.
CHICAGO DEFEATS
Yale Aver, left end; Talbot, left
Hall's Catarrh.
Knowles kicked off and Mahan on derive from them.
left
guard; the second rush ran to Yale's 41
WISCONSIN TEAM tackle; Ketcham, (Capt.),
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
yard
Pendleton, right line, Ainsworth
Marting, center;
tackling him. Brickley & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
Warren, right tackle; Carter,
the feat a moment later and and is taken internally, acting directly
Chicago, 111., Nov. 22. Chicago and guard;
repeated
back; went to the 24
mark where Wil- upon the blood and mucous surfaces
Wisconsin found a fairly fast field right end; Wilson, quarter
left half back; Knowles, son threw him. yard
In buying Hall's
was hurt, and of the system.
Avery
awaiting them this afternoon, the turf Ainsworth,
half back; Guernsey, full back.
way to MeLeish. Brickley drop- Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
gave
having been protected from the early right
Guernsey kicked off over the goal ped back to the 36 yard mark and genuine. It is taken internally and
morning storm by straw. With t!'e
out instead of kicked his
ball on Wisconsin's fifteen yard line, lii.e but th ball went
fourth field goal by a nar- made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
a touch back going to the 25 row
& Co., Testimonial free.
Chicago fumbled, a cardinal player re- linking
margin.
for
blue
line
the
tried
line.
He
Sold by druggists.
Price 75c per
covering the hold on the 25 yard line. yard
Score Harvard 12; Yale 5.
no gain, then kicked, and with the
off and the ball bottle.
Tormey and Cummins failed to gain
kicked
Gouernsey
refumbled
but
Take Hall's Family Pills foi
a resulting punt carrying the ball sun in his face Wilson
23 yard line. Sou- 25 yard line. was run back to the
back forty yards back to Wisconsin's covered the ball on the
s
Manan
took
Trumbull
cey
place.
five yards,
three yard line. On the second at- Ainsworth hit tackle for
lost a bit on an end run and punted as the period ended.
tempt Pierce went over for a touch- then
Dana, Mahan, and Brickley by al
to Harvard's
down. Huntington failed to kick goal. Knowles pointed
ternate end runs and slides off tackle
iio
Score: Chicago 6; Wisconsin 0.
to the Blues'
The Blue defense forced a return parried the ball
Chicago forced a punt. Norgren
Brickley kicked his fifth goal.
re- iline.
fumbled
was
but
also
which
kick
gained 10 around end. Pierce made covered. The return
Harvard 15; Yale, 5.
punt was run
another first down ih two tries at cenThere were only six minutes Jeft to
line.
47
to
Yale's
Mahan
back
by
yard
ter. Norgren failed at end, two forIn that time Brickley" had ' a
play.
for
another
back
As
Brickley dropped
ward passes were unsuccessful and
hard chance at a placement from the
and
ball
the
took
at
Bradlee
goal,
Norgren punted to Tandberg who vas try
line, but the ball went low.
ran it to Yale's IS yard line. From
downed on his 10 yard line.
trouble
no
Brickley had
Chicago recovered the ball on its 40 that point
scoring a field goal.
F.
&
yard line.
Score Harvard, 3; Yale. 0.
Another exchange of punts and
kickoff hit the goal
Guernsey's
fumble by Gray gave Wisconsin the
TIME TABLE
posts and Mahan touched the ball
ball in the center of the field.
Games Today.
down back of the line. The referes
To
Effective January 1st, 1913.
Illinois vs. Minnesota.
Tandberg to Lange forward pass awarded Yale a safety.
made ten yards and Cummins went
Harvard vs. Yale.
Score Harvard, 3; Yale, 2.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to eon
over right tackle for fifteen yards.
Chicago vs. Wisconsin.
The first play of the second period
nect with No. 3 westbound and
Then Gray intercepted a forward pass was a fair catch by Mahan on Yale'S
Kansas vs. Missouri.
No. 10 eattbound.
and ran 70 yards through a broken 3!t yard line. Brickley easily kicked
Ames vs. Drake.
field for a touclfdown.
Nebraska vs. Iowa.
Huntington a field goal from placement.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
kicked goal. Score: Chicago 13; WisCarlisle vs. Syracuse.
m.
Score Harvard, 6; Yale, 2.
consin 0,
Navy vs. New York.
An exchange of punts after the first
No. 3 carries passengers to Albuvs.
Ohio
Northwestern.
kickoff gave the ball to Yale on Harquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Indiana vs. Purdue.
vard's 47 yard line. Two shifts yield
Coast
THE ROSE MAID IS
points.
Notre Dame vs. Christian Brothers.
eight yards and Guernsey dropped
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conof
School
Colorado
vs.
Colorado
COMING FRI. DEC. 5 aedgoal
from the 38 yard mark.
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
Mines.
Score Harvard, fi; Yale, 5.
No. 2, eattbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
Manager Stanton of the Elks the
Brickley's kickoff went for a touchwith
SCORES.
Albuquerque
FINAL
ater has just definitely arranged with
train for Clovle and Veeos ValYale, 5.
15;
Harvard,
Frank C. Payne who is directing the DIVING
ley points.
VENUS AND "COO-EE- "
Navy, 48; New York University, 0.
tour of "The Rose Maid" opera com;
COME BACK.
Carlisle Indians, 35; Syracuse, 27.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
'
pany to bring this big musical Bticcess
m.
Wesleyan, 0; Trinity, 14,
to this city on Friday, Dec. 6th. The
Chicago 19; Wisconsin 0.
first performance here of this attracLeave
Santa Fe 0:20 p. m. to con- Minnesota 19; Illinois, 9.
nect with No. 7 westbeund
tion promises to be one of the very
V
7.
14:
Springfield
Army
El Paso eleeper, also No.,
finest musical events of the theatrical
Ohio State, 58; Northwestern, 0.
4 eastbound.
season. In order to secure the big
7.
Purdue, 42; Indiana,
company with its big cast of singers
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 1:36 p."
Christian Brothers 7; Notre Dame,
"and comedianB and its beauty chorus
m;
20.
called in New York "a rosebud gar0.
Western
Buchnell,
7;
Reserve,
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conLeave
den of girls," the management has
.
Case, 72; Kenyon, 13.
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
given up a heavy guarantee and has
Ames, 26; Drake 3.
No. .9 westbound.
decided to open a subscription sale
WISCONSIN TEAM
for the seats at once,
Returning, arrive 8anti Fa 1I:M
WINS COLUMBUS MEET.
"The Rose Maid" is known to be
a. m.
one of the most pretentious producColumbus, Ohio, Nov. 22. Wiscontions now on tour. Following its six
sin won the big nine cross country
Call
met here today. Illinois was second
months run on Broadway last season,
and Ohio State third.
Messrs. Werba & Luescher, who had
Reports.
also produced "The Spring Maid",
Watson, of Minnesota, finished first
sent this organization to a limited
number of cities where the tuneful
and stylish opera proved to be as
great a favorite as during its record
run in New York. This year there
will be only one organization appearROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ing in the charming work so that local
theatergoers may be sure of getting
'The West Point of the Sootbwest.
the best possible company and production and be able to hear the beauRanked as "Distinguished
tiful music and enjoy the comedy and
" by the U S.
Institution
dances while the melodies and still at
i
the height of their popularity.
War Department.
"The Rose Maid" has duplicated the
Located In the beautiful Peeoe
success of its sister opera "The Spring
VsUey.a.700 feetabove sealevel,
'
'
Maid" in every city and with good
&
lunshlne every oy. Ooeo sit
reason.
Its "Rose Song" "Moon
fi ' , ,.
work throughout the entire
f" t
ConOIttone for physios.!
Ion.
Song" and other popular airs are ex- and mental development are
tremely catchy" while its dancing num
IDEAL ueh aa cannotbe found
bers, stylish gowns and elaborate
elsewhere to America. Fourscenery requiring two of the largest
teen onteers and Instructors, all
baggage cars to hold it are if anyiradaatea from standard East-aTen buildings,
eoUetes.
thing, more to the taste of the aver, modern in every respect.
age music lover than most of the reANNETTE and "COO-EE.- "
cent New York successes.
erect :
Annette Kellerman. the Australian
R. A. C A HOOK, President.
is
in
life
who
Venus"
CORNELL WINS ANNUAL
private
Diving
J. E. RHEA,
from
RUN Mrs. James R. Sullivan, returned
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
Europe, dressed in a costume disW. A. F1NLAY.
New York, Nov. 22. Cornell won the tinctly her own. Those who have seen
team championship in the sixth an the diving costume will readily recogr For particulars and Uluatrated
nual cross country race this afternoon nize the fact teat her costume is pat- address,
of the
association of.tcrned after the lines of her famous
COL.JAS.W.WILlSON,Spt.
Amateur athletes of America. R. H. union diving suit of black. "Coo-ee,'Boyd, of Harvard, won the individual a remarkably clever Australian dog,
jwas her companion.
championship.

RUGBY FOOTBAL- L- HAS REPLACED AMERICAN GAME IN WEST
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Forward beginning a dribbling rush. Note bow the player beside the forward who has just kicked, Is, with
outstretched arms, attempting to block the rush. The expert dribbler carries the ball, by short kicks, down the
s
if he is blocked. The short kick is best In these dribbling rushes,
fitld, or passes with his feet to his
as a long boot would send the ball into the hands of a rival back, who would probably boot it safely to touch, that
or a
a "line-in- "
is, outside the side lines, where the ball becomes dead and is put into play again either by
"scrum."
a player of the side opposite to that which kicked the ball out, standing outside the side
For the "line-in- "
line, throws the ball straight in at the point where it was kicked out.
In case of a bad "line-in,- "
the referee orders a "scrum." The ball is tiosed In by the halfback and the players have to. work it out of the scrum with their feet.
team-mate-

$50,-00- 0

drop-kicke-

the-sens-

'

d

'

Note how the rival
Forwards leaping for the ball from a "line-in.- "
forwards "mark" their opposition man The forward who secures the ball
either drops it to his feet and dribbles, or attempts to pass it back to his
halfback, who sends it to his backs.

CHOP SUEY GOULASH

FAR LESS MYSTIFYING THAN THE MIDDLE WEIGHT

BOXING CHAMPIONSHIP

AT PRESENT!

McGoorty and Clabby are the class of
(By Tom S. Andrews.)
If anyone desires to "start some- the squad, with Chip and Jeff Smith
thing" let him approach a group of labeled dangerous.
We need a series of bouts between
"fight fans" and demand the name of
real middleweights, men able to make
the middleweight champion.
s
The same result may be obtained the weight, and let the

at the annual convention of the
knights of the road by proposing that
all hands try day labor for a change.
...
get an argument in either case,
It depending upon yourself whether It
is verbal or physical.
There are many who will fight to
prove their favorite is middleweight
champion, and to any hobo the word
"w.?ii" weans fight.
As a matter of fact, ever since Stanley Ketchell was killed, we have not
had a real middleweight champion;
that is, a man recognized by press and
public as the king pin.
There hasn't been such a mix-usince 1887, when "The Nonpareil" won
the American title by beating George
La Blanche in 13 rounds and Johnny
mill. The
Reagan in a terrific
weight limit was then about 154 or
156 pounds.
When Fltzsimmons defeated Dempsey he scaled 151, but he
boosted the limit to 158, where it has
remained.
Ketchell always respected Bill Pap-ke- ,
who had beaten him, and naturally, when Ketchell was killed, Papke
succeeded him as champion.
Then Papke was beaten in Australia by Johnny Thompson and later by
others. It became evident Papke
couldn't make 158 ringside, so Beveral
laid clatm to the title, among them
being Eddie McGoorty, Jack Dillon,
Leo Houck, Harry Lewis, Mike
Jiin Clabby, George Carpentier,
Dave Smith, Frank Mantell, Jeff
Smith, George Chip and Gus Christie.
This squad has now been thinned
out. Carpenter outgrew the class. It
Is doubtful if Dillon' or Klaus can
make 1$8 ringside.
Of the. real ones who can make the
weight there are Clabby, Gibbons,
Smith, Houck, McGoorty and Chip

get into the class where they belong.
There would be few middleweights it
they had to make the weight.
It is a shame the way the class has
been permitted to flounder about. It
the fighters cannot recognize one ot
their number as champion, the big
promoters ought to pick the best pair
and let them fight it out, the winner
to be recognized as champion.
Take Clabby,
Dillon,
McGoorty,
Klaus and Chip, select the men who
can make the weight to create a
champion. It's dollars to peanuts all
five can not make 158 ringside.
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Jim Clabby.
Jack Dillon.
Eddie McGoorty and Frank Klaus.

Dunt to the fifteen yard line. Rowe holding. Illinois gained 40 yards on a
HAS BEST OF IT
ILLINOIS
'
IN MINNESOTA GAME. dronned a nlace kick. from the zt forward pass and came back with another for 10 more.
III., Nov. 22. First yard line. Illinois 3; Minnesota 0.
Champaign,
On the next pass Tollefson InterSchobinger started with a five yard
period: Rowe kicked to Tollefson, who
Illinois off tackle, repeated lri second play cepted the ball and punted. Illinois
was downed in his tracks.
fail- tried three forward
passes then punttook the ball on downs on the Goph- and made first down. Minnesota
ers' 20 yard line. Shaughnessy punt ed to puncture the Illinois line as the ed. The Gophers completed a pass
for 20 yards. Then Minnesota carried
ed Into Illinois territory and Rue and quarter ended.
Minnesota kicked to Graves, Rowe the ball ten yards for a touch down,
8chollinger each gained about three
punted on the first play. The Goph- McAlmon going over in three downs,
i?iwa minted to Tollefson.
were penalized fifteen yards for j The quarter ended with Minnesota in
Wagner ran back Minnesota's nextjers

iS

J

CROSS-COUNTR-

.'

Li

eats-oia-

NOVEMBER

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

22, 1913.

Rooming House, completely furnished, good location, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Six-rooModern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
35.00
per month
Five-rooModern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches, Land Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Boiids.
FOR SALE-

-

The range of temperature hero yesterday was 'from 26 to 43 degrees: the
average relative humidity was 82 per
cent. The day was partly cloudy and
cool with a mean temperature of 2
degrees below the average.
The temperature at 8 a. m. today
v.as 3o degrees, in oilier cities it was
as follows:
Amarillo, 4U: Bismarck, 22; lioise,

(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
:

REAL ESTATE,

INSURANCE,

LOANS,

SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
1 19 Saa Francisco
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
'
St.,
5

IttHHI

IMI't

for
Get Your Tickets
Now
the
".ly Friend From India" under the
Fe Woman's
patronage of Santa
dub. Zook's Pharmacy. They are going fast.
Mass at 9 a. m. On Thursday
Thanksgiving day Nov. 27, there will
be solemn mass at the Cathedral of
St. Francis at 9 a. in.
Our regular fresh stock of (he best
5c cigar made, Corto Plnzo, at Zook's,

30: Cheyenne, IB; Dodge City, 40;
26; Klagstaff, 24; Grand Junction, 24; Helena, 24; Kansas City, 58;
Lander, 18; l.os Angeles, 48; .Modena,
20; Oklahoma, Go; Phoenix, 46; Portland, 44; Pueblo, 30; Rapid City, 30;
Roseburg, 42; Roswell, 38; Salt Lake
22; San Francisco, 46; Spokane, 28;
Tonupah, 20; Williston, 18; Wlnne-nuicc-

LADIES!

!G

--

O. C. WATSON & CO.
i

LOCAL ITEMS.

THE WEATHER

1 1 1

PAGE FIVE

PLEASE NOTICE THE REASON

REDUCTION

WHY YOU SHOULD

BUY

BRAND
PRESIDENT and
Extracts

IN ALL

MILLINERY

The Itexall Store.
A
epecial and Important meeting of
the Guild will be held on Wednesday
afU nvx.n, November 26, at half paat
LINDIiARDT
.
two o'clock al the home of Mrs.
The attendance of every mem125 Palace Ave.
ber is earnestly desired.
The finest line of Electrical Glass-- ;
18.
ware ever displayed in this city,
'
Local Data.
nun and possibly other counties,
Gnagey Ai Ervien.
Highest temperature this dale last
.Mrs.:
For Sale Household goods.
Arthur Seligman told the commityear, 52; Lowest, 23. Extreme this Schcfield. J 08 Garcia street.
tee that he had received a telephone
date. 41 years record, highest, 71 in
A
Deed
warranty deed message from Charles Spiess, of Las
Warranty
1878; lowest, VI ,n 1886.
was (iled in the ollice id' the county Vegas, offering Itis services gratis lo
rorecast.
cicrii u.y Mictiaei htauton vouveyuiK
Santa Ku county movement, to
For Santa Ke and vicinity: Tonight
brick house, fixtures, etc., and live n,s(,nt t)u,m ,,, Uie supreme court at
rc,
fair and cooler; Sunday fair and lots to nis sister, sirs. .Margaret
the hearing November 2Mh. His offer
Ohio. was
wanner.
Ward, who lives in Porlsinout
accepted. It was also mentioned
For New Mexico: Tonight general- The consideration was nominal.
that a number of local attorneys had
De Vargas Hotel Thanksgiving Dinly fair, colder in east portion; Sunday
offered their services free in aiding
ner The special dinner to be given ,Mr. liowniun.
fair.
attorney for the
will be the best ever offered, price,
Conditions.
prepare the papers in the
High barometer has rapidly over- - Ji.oit. Secure your reservations at various suits.
spread most or tne western country once by phone or otherwise.
during the last 24 hours, giving fair,
Bia check Arrives Arthur Heligcool weather w ith clear skies, gene- man, chairman oi the Santa I' e coun- NOTES OF THE
relaof
a
small
strip
rally. However,
ty road board this morning received a
FIFTEEN CLUB
tively low pressure continues along check for $585 from San Pedro, this
the Canadian border, with cloudiness sum representing the road taxes col-- i
'J'nH '''ifieen club met October
and rain or snow. It is much colder lected in this one precinct. This is
e progr
this morning over the central Kocky several times the amount the board!
consisted of roll call
mountain region and the Salt Uike;hat! bM11 a))lp , C0n0et In the city.
Quotations
basin, but temperatures are Inclined
XOTIC'B Lost bunch of keys, find- - labour China; I'uper; "China today."
upward over the North Pacific coast. . p.,,.- -, . d.,,,1, sir,hn nnri iwoivplb)' Mrs. U. II. Hanna. Heading: "Two
The eastward drift of the high area reward
years in the Forbidden City," by Mrs.
W McGruder
Events. On Noshould give this section fair and cold- Perfume8'and
WaterSAll McDonald; Currentclub met with Mrs.
To,el
(he
er weather tonight, and fair and
A vember
odon nnd nlakerg
f,ivoi.lR
iu,
'Pliia iii'ocrpuMi '.in uiuf tail
U' II
warmer nuuuay.
;
size and prices.
big assortment-- all
quotations
Bp sure to nut this down on your list.
,
...
1 he Itexall Store.
.,
Zonks,
,.(iin!,
',
the ,
New
,..' ., uir , ,. ,,lsl! jiassie. cu,..
Catchy Music That's
Diana promised oy b. c. MCLnmmon s m Rveu(g cloied tl)e program of a
Joseph Eldodt, of Chamita, is at th.) orchestra tonight at the De Vargas :v(M.y jutf,restmg session. The next
. .
De Vargas.
(Hotel aance wnicn Dcgins at
meeting of the club occurs on Novem
of Mi's.!
Attorney Francis fc. Wood came up :m. Manager nan stared louay tuai ii:b . 28tl, at the rPaidence
from the Duke City lust night on legal jthis dance is a success the next oue,Raupi wilh Mm MagBe presiding.,
a
tie
iuuHiiiei'Huu
win
llle
.
series
business.
'
Captain Fred Fornoff left last night tall.
A K1 CT C AM
SALK Furniture,
FOR
including OIKL UnilCLO UM
for the southern part of the state on
din-brass
beds, library chairs,
ipiano,
official business.
RFANS AS PART OF '

NO. 7 For example: Our coffee is put through FIVE different
from the green stage in which we import it
processes of CLEANING
to the can in which you receive It.

MORE TO FOLLOW.

MRS.W.

Mar-rcun-

TO-DA- Y
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THIS WEEK'S
MEN'S AND BOYS'

j

-

BUY ROOFING
THAT IS GUARANTEED FOR

GO.

GOODS

SPECIALS

READY-TO-WEA-

R

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

,

i

SELIGW Bill

AOOLF

Blue Serge for Men,

All Wool

WATCH

-

210 SAN FRANCISCO

$1

1.95 worth $18.

OUR WINDOWS.
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COMPANY.

WE HAVE IT."

HARDWARE

PHONE

!
For
ash
uy

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Hay,trialGrain

and let us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
-

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M.

O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

-

-

Calisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

T-:-

:

8

101)

$2,801).

Lot fronts

feet

on Pal-

NOW is

the

B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
N
aiid9,japijityBaiik Biiilding, Santa Fe, M.
IFTf'S REAILCSf ATE,:

HAYWARD

HAS IT.

--- -

Sltin

WHOLESALE

.

.1

RETAIL

AND

in--

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

obtain-Cleneg-

j

ol'

45

Rei-lin- .

LEO HERSCH

1

at the Ancient City's Pride,

Always Stop

14

s

(

HOTEL DE VARGAS

!

t

S

-

REDUCED RATE

CRACKERS

FOR NEW MEXICO

-

EDUCATIONAL

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds cf Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
,
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

THE
BARN
STAR
W.A.WILLIAMS,
- -

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

ASSOCIATION

j

hHENRY KRICKgs
DISTRIBUTOR

minmuman

CAKES AND

To

I

SADDLE PONIES.

Rooms

Balli.

HER INITIATION
afternoons, 442 Calisteo. Will sell at
a bargain, horses, surry, light wagon,
buggy, motorcycle, farm and garden;
,2,A
Af.li(. ritv N Jt
numerous 10 raemioii. ur.
'half dozen girls' sororities in the high
I'asner.
been
school here have
guilty of
License A
marriage itttitinn nr:ietipeK illt ns severe audi
Marriage
license was filed today in the comity :Bll0(!klnB as llloHe
to the!
clerk's office by Lorenzlo T errazas, of
to information
according
and M.ss Francisqmta Gon- by' )) univel.silitt!i , th(jlr inV0R.
zales, of Santa Fe. They will be mar-- , u
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
()f ,he rm,nl uff.,lr m wllk.
ried Monday at the Cathedra by the
ve niember8 cf boys' fn,
ternities were said to have been lashed 4LF ALFA SEED. Ail KlflOS Of flOWefS, jardefl 4 field Seeds ill DUlk and pa K8J i
gu, vicar general of the archdiocese of to tombstones at midnight and brand-- !
Santa Fe.
ed on the forehead with iodine.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Music Lessens Prof. 1. f.. Tello,
It developed today that a girl, who
Conat
National
formerly professor
d. tiered several conflicting explanaMpirnlnrv in (he (Mtv ivf Mpyinnreemr ,,'f the V endelsal.On Cnnservfl- - tioils tu UWOUllt for the loss of
Black
Phone Black
rorv at Chihuahiin
who has studied in ion of her hair, was partially shorn
one
of
Initiation
into
of
a
her
l'"rt
!alj
will
nlensed to arlve lessons
e exclusive sororities, while another
ii violin, violoncello,
piano and in
Terms on application. girl, who was unable to attend classes
harmony.
Phone 235 V
residence of Frank for several days, owed her disability
to
tact that she had been forced
111
errinos street, naiua to the
rioniieaux,
dance barefoot on a floor strewn
Fe.
with beans until she was unable to
150 At Supper The
spectacle of
130 Santa Feans dining in the parlors stand.
ap.aln.
of the St. John's Methodist Episcopal
MODERN
AND
OoflVi
Llpwellyn Hall and Robert U
church gladdened the Hearts of the
have returned from a trip to ladies who served the supper yesterALWAYS
Aroma-tithe Round Hill Placer Gold Mining day from 5 to 7 P. m. Not only Meth
it finis ; cvci'-- ;
company's plant, near Barranca. They ouists, but members of other churches
Hdi illiu.ir's
colTci
frosli
LARGE LOBBY
'report that, for a week past work has partook of the repast which was subjbeen going full blast under the
stantial and much enjoyed.
AND VERANDAS
of the new
superintendent.
Collecting Tax MaurTMO Duran is
Ulllls- rmisiiiil wovih
was recently engaged
by the collecting the $3 county road
tax.
COMFORTABLE PORCH
company.
mil fuels iintl floods ; Iciid-erSeveral tax payers are making his
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Filadelfo Baca, assistant, superin- work easier by
him checks for
mailing
of ii revolution in tin
tendent of public instruction, and their taxes. His address is 216 Del
Service and Cuisine
In
jMiss Eva Weintge, stenographer
Chairman
the Beat in the City
Colli'!' 1)1 inoss.
Vargas street, Sant Fe.
(the state educational department, left Arthur Seligman of the country road
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.
this afternoon for Albuquerque. The board stated today that there, is no
and !
cans;
department has turned out en masse doubt about Alexander Read, district!
cleanly granulated- - money back.
for the state educational meeting at attorney, filing suits against those
the Duke City, and will be closed until who refuse to pay the county road
the meeting is over.
tax.
"The papers are being prepar-EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
SPECIAL RATES
J. Henry, for many years associated ed," said Jlr. Seligman today. "Mr.
Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
with one of New York City's large Read was willing to wait until Nov. H. S. KAUNE
CO.
BY THE WEEK
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.
jewelry establishments, is an arrival 20; that date is passed." The taxes!
in Santa Fe, where he will make his are for the
year 1913.
permanent home. Mr. Henry has just
of it, good Where Quality Governs the Price
Fun with a Kodak-L- ots
closed a deal with H. C. Yontz, the wholesome
fun, too. One of our
and Price the Quality
BSBBi
, 'm
filigree jeweler, whereby lie will take Kodaks will help you to entertain and
en
of
and
the
watchmaking
charge
amuse yourself and others. Buy them
graving department of that popular ot Zook's, The Rexall Store,
store.
The Annual
Sale of
The Misses Raniona and Anita Baca "the, Ladies' Aid Thanksgiving
of the First
Society
daughters of Mrs. Fannie Baca, of Presbyterian church, will be held at
this city left this afternoon for Al- 2::i() p.- in. Tuesday in Library Hall.
TO ALBUQUERQUE
buquerque where next week they will The ladies will have a specially large
entertained
be
by
Albuquerque
of fancy work, Buitable far
friends. They will also attend the display
holiday gifts; the candy table wl'l be
wedding of their chum Miss Grace loaded with the best and the home
Grimmer and several social functions
cooking department will have everybeing given in her honor. They ex- thing that may be needed to make up
to
after
return
Thanksgiving.
pect
a real Thanksgiving dinner and during
the entire sale the refreshment com
Our cracker counter is an Inmittee will serve ice cream and cake
The large
OPPORTUNITV DAV and
place.
teresting
coffee and sandwiches.
Every- variety of crackers and wafers
body welcome. Bring the children as
Be Held Nov. 23-2Did you ever dream of that little
we carry would astonish most
will be made for
special
provision
snug home of your own?
What is so nice as
their pocketbooks and entertainment,
anybody.
Times are hard and many real barbox of dainty, delicious waFARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
ONE AND
gains can now be had.
fers? Some kind of a cracker
Note some of them below and see TAX COMMITTEE
should be on the table at every
which one suits your purse:
Convention and enjoy
splendid
OF MERCHANTS
meal should be In every lunch
modern, 3 acres alfalfa,
Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
well, gas engine, completely
ASS'N IS ACTIVE! box. And the very kind you
furnished
$3,500
U. S. Commissioner of
should have are here.
They
small orchard, newly
At a meeting of the committee of
noted
that
have the quality
always
a bargain at... 1,400
seven named by the Merchant a assogarden, fruit, cellar, barn
ciation to take action in the matter of
in good shape
1,600 suits to
enjoin the county assessor
modern, large grounds,
the raises ordered by the
from
fruit, garden and all outhouses 2,600 state making
board of equalization, several "BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
new brick,
strictly
were appointed. One
modern, a real snap
3,500
of these committees will have charge
new and modern, best
cf the raising of a fund for this work, GHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
2,000
neighborhood
by collecting $1.00 from each of the
.well located, splendid
Another committee will go
Tickets on Sale Nov. 21 to 25,
a
chance
2,400 merchants.
big
grounds,
over the tax rolls with a view to deterPRIMROSE BUTTER
2 splendidly located, modern
names the suits
in whose
houses, large grounds, close in 8,000 mining
.And many others. TAKE SPECIAL should be brought. It was also decid-e- i
Return Limit, December 2.
to file test cases in the district
NOTICE THAT A FEW HUNDRED
WILL
HANDLE
DOLLARS
MOST court, prior to November 28th, at
CO.
which date the Chaves county case W. S. KAUNE
ANY OF THE ABOVE BARGAINS.
It
in
court.
the
comes
supreme'
up
and
Many cottages, well furnished
SANTA FE, N. M.
B-- st
some unfurnished on my Hat for rent. was mentioned that suits in the taxa- Where Price
filed'
in
had
been
matter
tion
Chaves,
See "TOWNSEND,"
flf
Fn- The Real Estate Man.
Eddy, Colfax. Mora, San Miguel San
j
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and
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Give us a

Rooms

South about
ace Avenue.

super-ivilsio-

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
"IF IT'S

,

Modern Cottage of 5

n

WE DO NOT DO "SHARP PRACTICE" WITH THOSE WHO BUY CUT-.wh- o
LERY AND HARDWARE FROM US.
WEAR
OF COURSE, WE KNOW WHICH BRANDS OF HARDWARE
THE BEST. THESE WE SELL.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND MAKE GOOD IF
WE DON'T DO THIS OFTEN, BECAUSE WE
ANYTHING GOES WRONG.
HAVE LONG SINCE CUT OUT ALL LINES OF GOODS THAT DID NOT
STAND THE TEST.

PHONE 14.

v

verton Colo., are visitors in the city.
Thev are registered at the De Vargas.
Antonio-LucerJr., started for Al-- j
bunuerqne this morning on his motor
cycle to attend the high school football game.
Miss Jlanette Myers, state superintendent of public instruction leaves
tomorrow for Albuquerque to attend
the stale teachers 'association meeting.
.lake Levy has been seriously ill at
his home the past week, but is reported by his physicians lo be much
better. He expects to be out again in
a few days.
I. Sparks, former mayor of Santa Fe
and formerly manager of t he telephone company here, arrived last
night from Gallup where he Is managing a large brick plant.
Captain S, de P. Boujac, of Carlsbad, is back in Santa Fe in time to
attend the dance tonight at the De
Vargas. The captain has many friends
who are glad to see him In the capital
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REST CONTENT.

We will sell, within ten days' time, lor
time to investigate the above.
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fight but the terrier refused and tried
to set away. This terrier is like peo- Dle wno llave con""011 se,lse'
Tney
-there is some- "
thing to scrap about and refuse to
i
iiaul a comrade to make a Roman hoiiday for the crowd or to gain some-

knew that the hats go off and the
'
danger is over.
Of all the funuj rirlralures I ever
...
lifrt tna iinru or TIIS I1HV
inn ...
.....
L
are the richest, and the end is reach-- ,
ed when we see the willow
plumes
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Mexico.
Our SAFETY DEPOSIT boxes In a first class vault equipment, furnish
secure place for your securities at a low yearly rental.
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an inlcrvstiiig thing to recall the condition and the demands made
Mexico and those

at the present time touching the question of war with
nf the period just preceding the Spanish war in 1898.
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!l,i,,g worthless. When something real
turn up they are there in the mid- I.'...'
.,",
out
in
the
policy
an
time
v
is
'
ID
carrying
easy
Wilson
muinivnun
President
Bi'IlUC
having
liifl
'
Now,
with bells on and have
of
die
. has decided upon and the people are willing to give him the chance, making
the alleged feather or whatever it is ai theirtilings
command every mental as
sentiwar.
The
of
declaration
for
immediate
general
no demand upon aim.
hvc n
iirt.il n a
roonnrio iinii tllP
ment iR fnr neace if it can lie had. and almost the unanimous wish is that
hat, or is it a bonnet, now?
fl.i,'to, u H,,mi,fm,.,rtBH nnrt
.
..
var may lie avoided.
It is a good thing that the feather
before a blow is Btruck, The
How strong is the contrast between this spirit and that of McKiuley's
style is going out as the things are so terrier collld uave killed tne mongrel
strong,
and lacking injin a few mim,tes but that mongrel is
utterly grotesque
time, when the clamor was almost too great to be denied, and the did
not
beauty.
patriotic and patient president sat siJent, knowing what the people
telling around in the dog language
how many bull dogs he has for break- know, that we were not prepared for war and that if we attempted it then
Something New.
ihe result would be disaster.
We say there is nothing new under fast every morning. Gallup RepubliPresident Wilson and his cabinet can take their time and study the situathe sun, but there is. Something new can.
tion as it should be studied anu there will bo no bitter criticism on the part
occurred in an Illinois court the
of the citizenship of the country. The policy regarding the Mexican situation
other day which may have the effect
ran be worked out without, the bitter denunciation that was heard on all
of changing the view of the liability WOMEN WANT EQUALITY
sides when the nuestion of action was before the people fifteen years ago,
of the men who run saloons in the
This mav be a part of the new spirit of the present day which is not
matter of the sale of liquor to certain
AND WILL GET IT
toward war. but seeks peace. It is not the spirit of the coward and not
people.
His wife
niereiv a listless condition, but it is one of more regard for life and the better
A man had six children.
condition of our people.
was in the insane asylum as the result of his drunkenness. He did prac- "MEN WILL ALWAYS PREFER THE WOMAN
We are in an age when the thought that is foremost fs that of heilp
RAMPfulness and the desire to uplift and to bring to the mass of pur people better
tically nothing toward the support of
WOMAN WHO
WHO CRAWFISHES-T- HE
his children and they were destitute.
things ami to inspire more hope and bring more encouragement.
ambition?"
is
"What
your
MAY
BE
BAChSTEPS-Tsaloon
SHE
we
the
HAT
that
was
brought against
Stjlt
From this attitude and this method of thought, it is but natural
"To see a moving picture of still
who had been selling the man
keepers
now hear the average man say, "1 hope wo will not have war with Mexico,
PURSUED!"
life."
the liquor all this time, and the jury
instead of listening to t he cry of fifteen years ago,' "We want war. Down
rendered a verdict of $50,000 against
with Spain."
them. The charge, was selling liquor
(By Nixola Greeley-Smith.- )
It looks as if the dav were coining when the peace palace at the Hague
THE BYSTANDER
to the man and making him incapable (Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
would really be occupied with the meetings attended by the delegates of
of supporting his children. This looks
Enterprise Association.)
SEES IT.
the different nations of the world, and that the policy of all nations would be
like justice. Of course the man him
"Political equality is all very well.
that of peace.
self should be punished, too. He Women want it and they will get it.
This is not the idea of peace at any price, but peace with honor.
should have nothing to say regarding Hut we have cone much farther than
next
In
the
More
the
if
of
the spirit
Publicity.
present day grows
It can be brought about
the money which was awarded to the jl)gt tQ the roa(J t,mt eads ,0 .yotes
B'e
of
in
another
is
the
Santa
way
few years as it has in the past.
children, if they ever get It, after the for Women.' In the last few years a
.
to
nice bit of publicity which ought
courts
have finally determined the af great 'Woman's Revolution' has blown
a
wide
bring to the beautiful old city
all the appeals have been up out of nowhere and is convulciug
when
fair
NEEDED ON BOTH SIDES
acquaintance with the outside world
is d eserv I. g of as evere tbe
he
But
the
in
bank
a
through
wrecked
WQrld
who
man
An(J t)e n(?art an(J
had
Michigan,
a
In sentencing
and get us before hundreds of thou- takf
as were those who soul and mind of it is not merely the
or
was
unusual,
just
that
punishment,
recklessness
with
the
most barefaced methods and
spirit
sands of readers.
stateaided him in making of himself what
Judge Smith, of the district court, made use of this rather unusual
During the May Day fete that was he became and took from the children demand for suffrage. It is the demand
for emotional equality; it is woman's
ment:
pulled off here last spring and which
in the case all the support they had. recognition of her need and her right
' There is no
prison in Michigan that will hold an embezzling banker was one of the prettiest things that
were
times
the
if
as
It
appears
has ever taken place in this city, T.
who has wealthy and influential friends."
changing In many ways for the better
He then advised the banker whom he had just sentenced to go Into the H. Parkhurst took some very beauti and-aif the conscience of the people
as there ful
pictures of the different scenes that was becoming awakened more and
prison to serve a portion of his sentence without fear and with hope,
time.
a
in
short
be
free
would
the
were presented, including
was no doubt he
parade more. There is more of charity toit is unusual to hear such sarcastic and pointed language from the bench and the various games as they were ward the afflicted and the ones who
to a prisoner about to begin a long sentence, and doubtless the judge who being played and the contests as they are in want and who need protection.
made use of the language knew what he was saying, as the pardoning power took place.
There is more regard for the eternal
of late years has been worked to a remarkable limit and in other states beNow, the Ladies' Home Journal has justice of things and a tendency to upasked for some of these photographs lift and help where it can be done in a
sides Michigan.
One is led to wonder, though, if this power is invoked any more by those to be published in that widely read practical way.
1
we
who have it than it is oftentimes by the judges themselves who are in the magazine, with a sketch of the pro
As time goes on I apprehend
feel that ceedings of the day. This Is one of
position of men bound to certain individual or to private parties, and
will see more legislation In the directhe best things that has come this tion of an
the obligation which has been incurred must be met.
attempt to bring a little
for a long time. It will make more
into the things of life,
The placing of the selection of judges of our courts in the realm of way
equality
will not be the name of Santa Fe known from one and an evening up of the scales.
politics is one of the errors of the present day and conditions
end of the land to the other, and it
is more of the idea of charity
what they should be until the whole matter of the selection and the election
not to be asked after that ar- Therean effort to aid those who are
of the judges of our courts is taken out of the field of politics and made on ought
and
is
is,
ticle
the
where
city
published,
too heavy odds.
the basis of fitness and courage and ability, only.
or if New Mexico Is a part of Old Mex struggling against
There is no more danger in the power of those who are given the ico, as has been asked several times
is in the
authority to issue pardons under the present system than there
in the last few months that we know AMONG THE EDITORS.
present method of choosing the judges of our courts.
of.
The judiciary should be absolutely outside of the Influence of politics
If we were to select a publication In
Too Late.
and the pale of favors demanded in return for favors given, which is too which to have the city exploited I do
Indians who are try- Those
Navajo
much the custom of the present day.
not know of any that would be pre-- 1 in
n revive the old davs in New
am'
This is one of the reforms that muBt come with the new order of things ferable to the one in which we are to Mexico are just a quarter of a century
bt. made known as far as our schools too late. Roswell Record.
and it is already taking root in the minds of the voters of this country.
The judge should have no other owner than his own conscience, and are concerned, and there is nothing
Not In Bill.
when we get that, many oj today's court evils will have vanished and more better to advertise than our schools.
The persimmon crop in Missouri is
will
No
result.
one looking at the pictures that said to have been heavy this year, and
justice
0
will be printed, can be other than de the
persimmon is not mentioned anylighted as they give a very fine im- where in the tariff bill. Springer
NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITTHE BRAVEST MAN
pression of the way things are done
The Carnegie medal people would do well to keep their eye on Miner and the appearance of the city. There Stockman.
to express the mating instinct with
They Can Tell.
on the beach.
t'hipman, for we aren't sure he isn't the bravest biped
has never been a time when the old
Mr. Weston says walk- the same honesty as a man in other
famous
The
dinat
makes
who
in
down
speeches
Boston,
Miner's an efficiency expert
.
town has had the publicity that has .
becoming a lost art, but some words, her right to propose
ners and often jolts the highbrows, because one of his notions about effi- ccme to it in different ways within ,
aut0 owners can tell him dif- and
into
of
men
the
into
the
reach
pay envelope
ciency is that if it doesn't
the last few months and we ought to ferently with much fluency. Raton
Miss Maria Thompson Daviess, who
work
as
where
live
as
well
they
where
they
the betterment of surroundings
reap from tuts a good narvest in tne Range.
made the remarks I have Just quoted,
it isn't efficiency at all, but only a hifalutin alibi for plain stealing.
future. This is what we all want and
i
d
Has Some Reason.
a plump and pleasing
Sometimes Miner says tilings not so well taken in point of view, but you what we can all have if we pull to- The man who believes in thirteen young woman from Tennessee. She is
in
and
cau always get the drift of what's in his mind.
one
aim
view,
gether with the
iDeing an unlucky number certainly has widely known as the author of "The
The other night was one of those times the other night when he hired that aim, the prosperity and the prog some reason for his belief when this Melting of Molly" and "Andrew the
ineffiare
hopelessly
ress of Santa Fe.
ixrimer hall and told a roomful of women that they
year is considered, at least from a Glad," both charming love stories
cient in industry; that their ideals are largely matrimonial, which sends
corn production standpoint. Raton Re- which give no hint of the fiery feminThose Feathers.
of
instead
them into business under inevitable disadvantages; and that,
If the birds really wore the feath porter.
ism which rings from every page of
a parity of wages
Have, Though.
striving with might and main to achieve the impossible, resources
women have been wearing
ers
They
"The Tinder-Box,- "
her latest novel
that
of their
and conditions with men. they ought rather to use the
It is often claimed that women just published in New York. Of
the last few years with the bright
could
themselves
so
that
men
the
ladder
they
to
the
seems
finance.
to
boost
for
It
no
head
up
have
intelligence
colors and the wonderful shapes into
is a love
course, "The Tinder-Boxthe sooner confine their energies to that function for which they were which they are twisted there would be us that they have a peculiar knack of story, too, but its central theme is a
of
families.
the
rearing
namely,
m
fitted,
men
vr..
v..c.c
uui
peculiarly and indispensably
more
wonderful displays for theieel-"'crugade Wh,cn s beautiful and charmas many rf
There, now; doesn't that prove it isn't he quite as brave
nicn.roHoa tn tho liirH lino Hnw the law sometimes fails. oocorro jng gouthern woman undertakes in the
the Carnegie medal wearers?
would you like to see an ostrich with Chieftain.
town of her nativity to
Of course, if we wanted to argue with Miner, things might be sub colors of blue and
Keep It Before Them.
assert woman's right to propose marpink and green on
but
case
for
a
isn't
This
argument,
miHed in reply. But why argue?
Keep it before the people that ex- riage! And as the last page finds her
his tail and a heron with one great
ra'her for handing it to a man with sheer grit.
feather like a projection sticking up cessive salaries for public officials are heroine in the arms of her chosen
of
could
else
freedom
Where
prejudice into the air for six feet or more, or n not to be allowed in New Mexico. The hero Miss Daviess
No wonder MiT.er lives in Boston.
regards the case for
get so generous a hospitality?
duck with two long prongs going itreasurer's fflce in thls cunt' has the feminine proposal as proved.
0
"ul
"
"Ilu
or
straight up and then looping over,
"All love is a gas," said Miss Da- woman in Philadelphia is said to have worked for the same family a wild goose with a bushy tail like a jWsonahle salaries there will not be
viess to me, "and it makes no differB
e
toT
niuch
office.
Tee
Las
years. That is a fine recommendation for the
fnr u nerind nf
Vegas
over its back, or a
ence whether the man or the woman
Bhe squirrel, folding
Democrat.
family and the woman, both. They must have given her what days off
peacock with an appendage that looks
ladles it out. I claim for women the
wanted.
Ilka a nalm trao np a ffrmiRe with A
io express ineir emotions as
0
1,18
feather duster hitched on behind or a
"f'ocrais nave oeen in power ngui as men do. The barbaric and
Some Maryland deer hunters fired at a passing trolley the ether day. ..oilman rnrrvino- n ten fnnt nolo mir- - for nearly one year, and we cannot frankly
senseless old convention that denies
When a man goes into the woods to hunt deer he seems to lose all idea of mounted with a broom?
f,ee where the decrease in the cost of women the
right of selection for
comes rrom. snoes ana ciotntng
uving
shape and color and method of perambulation an.1 shoots at anything that
must
have
Then all these things
,. mnro
h
h which God has given her the superior
moves.
- ...
the most gaudy colors and be of theithfi
( Instinct must be broken down. Wommost variegated tints At that I dojwas gome
an must stop her idiotic crawfish pol
yo
bynk
The invitations to the white house wedding are said to be very simple not believe
.
they would look any
She must not reicy of courtship.
ot .
nnM,v
and democratic. This Is only hearsay, as we have not received ours yet.
treat from the supreme emotion which
grotesque than the hats of the present jnum wag CQrrect when he
That would be in keeping with the methods of the Wilsons, however.
uay are luumug, lur wvy nio tei ituiuj one can "fool the people some of the calls to her. When she feels the mato
.
ing Instinct move her towards a man
tlmo " T".,
A man in New York says he drinks highballs because his wife seasons his iuc uuiiK
imaiiuii liens,
she should consider it a sacred obliOne never knows when he goes to
to
excuse
find
for
an
than
is
easier
The
Animal.
There
anything
nothing
too
Fighting
foid
highly.
the theatre or the movies now, and
Some boys were busy Sunday morn- gation to express her preference to
we want to do.
o
sees one of these hats in front of him, ing on one of our main streets trying him with the same honesty he would
r whether
he Is going to be able to to make two dogs flght. One was a show towards her in a similar case.
' Going down"' seems to be the way Murphy is doing it now. That
"But don't you know that lots of
dodge fast enough to escape being little black and white mongrel and
thing has the appearance of having been loaded.
tickled on the nose or not, and it Is the other was a Boston terrier that women could never bring themselves
0
must always a relief when the curtain goes might have been a
of high
I am still Rovernor of New York, says Mr. Sulser. The
up or the lights go down, as then we pedigree. The mongrel was willing to t
(Continued On Page Seven.)
be having some tarcbit dreams.
I

When you deposit your funds with this bank, either in a checking account
or Invest them according to the TIME DEPOSIT plan, you are assured of
their complete protection.
This bank is under the strict supervision of the United States Government
and its Capital, surplus, net profits and stockholders' liability amounts to
over $400,000.00. Furthermore, this institution has conducted a successful
business for a period of forty-thre- e
years, being the oldest bank In New

,;,;
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The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NRW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpfetor.

Large Sample Rooms.

INSURANCE

ANNOUNCEMENT

-

AS

1?

j

j

MR. HARVEY 0ATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD
Has Engaged

at a

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

PARLORS,

Great Expense,

The Best That Can be Bought
AT ANY PRICE

MARCUS CATT0N,
Son of

the Famous

"BILLY"

manage his billiard parlors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room lor those who cater
to the pastime.
who will

I

mmmmmmmmmimmmm

I
f

blue-eye-

"

-

moss-grow- n

j

sixtv-thre-

j

.

v-

Sul-ze-

.

blue-bloo- d

La Salle Hotel I
CHARLEY GANN,

Prop'r

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOK)

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
goodcompanie5,goed protection

European Plan.

Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms In Connec

tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.

RATES:

75c and $IJ

PER DAY.

for DINNER and SUPPER
241 San Francisco Street.
Near S. W. Corner Plaza,
MUSIC

::ii;iii'iwi;!::M!-Mi:;iamHl'ii-

w

Mr. Manufacturer
Can We Help You ?
This newspaper in connection
with the other leading newspapers of the country is devoting
much time and money to studying how to make advertising
pay even in greater degree.
It realizes that the possibilities of newspaper advertising
are almost ulimited. The surface has hardly been skimmed.
We believe that the great channel of commerce lies in direct
newspaper advertising in which
manufacturer
and dealer cooperate.
and
More
manufacturers
more dealers are beginning to
see this.
The public appreciates this
for it means better service.
If any manufacturer who is
adverinterested in
tising will address the Bureau
of Adverising, American Newspaper Publishers'
Association,
World Building, New York, It
will be glad to answer
;

WOODY'S STAGE
From

11

SERVICE

AMBULANCE

A new and
Ambulance for the
Transfer of Invalids
Day or Night at Reasonable Prices.
Up-to-d-

C. A. RISING,
Phone

130 Main.

Li

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet
Both North
South
1
Bounds Trains.
j
j

Leaves Barranca on the arrival i
the north bound train and arrlvaa at
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered haoK and fooa
teama. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial man o take In
the surrounding towns. Wlra Emaudi
station.

uiWMES
INSURANCE
Pire,

Accident1

Life,

Plate Olass, Etc.

Etc1

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants, Etc

Surety

Bonds

II

Kinds.

Of

A

Telephone 191 W., Room

U

LAUGHLIN BUILDING,

: NEW MEXICO?

SANTA FE

PRIVATE

1

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

CATTON,

EVERYONE WELCOME

a

Espanola Livery Barn
LEESE

& LOFTUS, PROPS.

Good Teams,

Rigs and
Drivers at all times at
live and let live prices.
Closest

Cliff Dwelliofs.

Route-t- o

SATISFACTION

Phone Livery.

:

GUARANTEED.

: :

Espanola,

i'--

3'

h
SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

22, 1913.

For
Chilly
Fall
Days

A Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater is the very
thing to keep the house cozy and comfortable in
the chilly days before the furnace is started.
This year's new model Perfection has improvements that make it the best heater evr made.
Doesn't smoke doesn't smell. Easy to clean.
Rewicking simplicity itself. Easy to carry wherever it is wanted.

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Pueblo

Butte

Cheyenne

Boise

Albuquerque
Salt Lake City

NEWS OF THE STATE
Got Bad Fall.

Iamsberry arrived in this
the latter nart of the week
the mountains, where he has
since he left Karmington sev- While driving
months ago.
iha fincb fin the saddle iind
was riding unfastened and in niak
ing a quick turn to head a calf he
was thrown off the horse, his arm and
several ribs broken and other injuries
sustained. Dad will remain here until
he gets well and whole again.
'
Enterprise.
"Uud"

citv
from
been
eral

Jesus came to earth not to be
"ministered unto, but to minister,"
land as His bumble servants we would
serve men everywhere.
I

The Joy Of
Coming Motherhood

Bernalillo County.
Range Mining company. (Albuquerque) William Jenks, agent,!
hied incorporation papers October SI.
Capital stock is $10,000, and company)
starts business with $2,000 subscribed
Grant County.
Meerschaum .Mines on the Sapello
River are closed down for an indetiInite period.
Placer Mining on Dear Creek, IS
miles north of Silver City, is soon to
begin. A. H. Jacobs, of Salt Lake City,
is at the head of the project. Several
weeks ago the dam that had been
built across Hear Creek was washed
;out, but work upon reconstruction was
Iccmmenced at once,
A party of Zinc men was in Silver
time ago inspecting
City a short
'property of the Empire Zinc company
!at Hanover, and looking over the Ut- ter zinc property at Pinos Altos, but
nothing definite was given out regard-dutransaction with Utter for Cleve
land group. In the parly were: J.
A. Van Mater, of New York, head of
mining department of New Jersey!
Zinc company,; Arthur Thacher, of St
Louis; B. A. Hoskins, of Mineral
Point, Wisconsin, zinc works: .1. K.
ITroutman, Denver manager of Empire
IZinc company; J. E. Dwelle, mining
engineer, and C. T. Brown, New Mexico representative
of Empire
Gold

home.

i

A Wonderful Remedy That ia a Natural
Aid and Relieves the Tension.
Wntlicr's Friond, a ruinous cxternnl rrai- edi-- , is the
only one (mown that Is ablt to
It
all the dlffvrrnt parts Involvwl.

rvu

WANTS

WOMAN ESCAPES

WOULD PREFER TO
SLAP LIONS FACE
THAN WED GIRL By

OPERATION

were bound over to the grand jury
i ney sam tuey weie not
guuij.
re-- j
According to the information
ceivea wis monug mis is me miru
time that Pinard has used Mr.
Papen's autmobilg without obtaining
permission. Pinard is employed at
the Papen grocery as a clerk. Accord
ing to the charge, late, yesterday
evening, with Kane, he decided to
take a joyride. They secured the car
and two girls, it is declared, and sped
about the city until about 1 o'clock
when the automobile broke down at
the corner of Main avenue and Sixth
street.
Mr. Papen discovered his loss about
this time and informed Night Officer
Ward, who left the city hall, crossed
the street and arrested the young
the two
men. The charge against
boys is serious. Kane is employed
at the State Hospital for the Insane
as a foreman. Las Vegas Optic.

J

Toi

FUR RENT Furnished room within
Reference
block from plaza.
requited. X. V. '.., V New Mexican.

E.

Wa

Volt" KENT 10 room house opposite Elks opera house. Balh electric
lights and range. O. C. Watson & Co.

Compound.
Chicago, Nov. 22. Captain W. itob-:er- t
Koran, Secretary of the Adveutur-- '
ier's Club, did not iiuail when he faced
Here is her own statement.
FOR RENT Til toe or six room
lions and tigers in Eastern
South' Gary, Maine- .-'
a
y owe j
Apfllrni)jlle(, or unfurnished.
Africa; captained ho constabulary in to all suffering women to tell what
a , ml.ilzlti
Slin Vtc.iCo.
nlv
Her Majesty's sarvice; followed KooseLydta E. Pinkham's
J
1
is a penetrating application after the for- - velt along the African game trails;
Vegetable Com-mtila of a noted family unetor. and luhil- - j,,ld , j0aonill, expedition into Belgian
An
Industrious
WANTED
young
pound did for me.
cates every muscle, nerve, tissue or tendon
One year ago I found jnuui to solicit insurance. The insur-myse- if
affected.
It rocs directly tn the strained territory. In tact, he slapped the faces
business affords a splendid
a terriblesuf--Mic- e
portions and gently but surely relieves all of the denizens (if the jungle,
j
tendency to soreness or strain.
I had pains !ooun
endeavor-distress- ,
Experience unnecessary. Ad-i- n
an
But
when
Alrtcan
no
no
King
be
will
use
there
pain,
By Its dully
both sides and dress. A. II. 0., I'! New .Mexican,
no nausea, no dimmer of laceration ed to wish upon him his dusky dniigh- ....... .. ,iif,,.n,
tner acuucui, auu toe periou .11 w ouo
such u soruies., i
comfort and joyful anticipation.
of sunn-rucould scarcely Active, ambitious men to sell execu- To all yotmp women Mother's Friend la
who had cufkd
The
hunter,
intrepid
,
... .
one oi rue tsrearest ni an nei pim
,
straighten up at i onallv high class groceries direct to
and asked
times.
for it robs cliildbirth of all Its atiouies and :w"n llons. "H t"Pn,tnis,
My back j consumers.
daniriTK.
dlspelB all the duubr and dread, jtnem what they were
going to do
' f '1 I
ached, I had no ap-- j
Liberal advances on orders; our
all sense of four, and thus enaliles the mind abont it, stammered, heuinied. hawed
,...,,.. hi
.
.
petite and was so
and body to await the greatest event in a
,
lath,uol
the
lMie
could
I
nervous
lojal
not
nnlrammeled
life
with
woman's
gladness,
sleep then I would j ositions- best season at hand.
Mother's Friend Is a most cherished er upon certain points of pulchritude be SO tirt'rl mornmi'-- tluit I
ainrin )r
remedy m thousands or nonies, ami is or which Ihe daughter was supposed lo ret around.
Write the BIG HOI'SE today for
It seemed almost. imonssi- oeeiillnr merit and value as to muke it
one.
Lie
recommended
possess.
ail
to
move
to
be
or
naming county desired.
do
bit of work and I
by
a
essentially
women.
i
.
t'liiue-hr- .
I never wniil.l l.
.
'mnorlers. Manufacturers, Wholesale
nli.ttoi.iin.
4,i
' iha ,,,,,.,, i,.n- unr.-...
You will find it on sale at all drui; stores
y
1
J com- Grocers.
submitted to ail operation.
at $1.00 a bottle, or the dniKKlst will (rlmlly ol reran volunteered lo marry the
get it for you if you insist upon it. Moth- - dskv belle, providing Koran paid ihe rr.enced taking I.ydia E.Pinkham's Veg- - JOHN S10XTO.V & CO., Chicago. 111.
stable Compound and soon felt like a j
'.'Tt': iP'.-lt- ase
T
price of three cows-exc- eedNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
lanla. Oa., who will send you by mad, ingly cheap for the daughter of a King now woman. 1 hud no pains, slept well,
,, ,,,
had
waled, a very Instructive book to oxpeclanl . ,
,,.
Eood
and
Deiiartnient of the Interior.
apnetite and Was tat,
ri,,..iu,1t,ri
mothers. Write for it
ould do aimost nil my own work for n
V. S. Land Otlice at Santa Ke, N. M.
com-jpanEast South African countryside,
four.
I
of
shall
feel
Oct. 30, vm.
always
Koran's confession the source ol familyI owe
THE
my good health to your med-- !
Notice is hereby given that Cipriano
j
Hardscrabbie (Pinos Altos) .T. T.
merriment and badgering among his that
Mrs.
icine."
Havwaku
Sowers, Cary, Chavez, of Santa Ke, N. M., who, on
Janes lias secured lease and will
fellows
was made at the eleventh Maine.
Cathedral Church.
extensive work. Property has been
Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
of the Adventurer' s Club.
meeting
East
If you are ill do not drag along until No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
Sunday after Pentecost.
profitable In the past.
Koran, in an illustrated talk of the
7
m.
Mass
First
at o'clock a.
Bell & Wright (Pinos Altos) Les
'African game trails, said he would "..1 operation is necessary, but at once NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, townsees have a new hoisting plant on the; Second Mass at !:H0. Sermon
rather face a lion than an elephant :ake Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ship 17 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. MeriCompound.
dian, has filed notice, of intention to
and
.workings, and will put it into opera-- English.
finally confessed to the greatest
Third Mass at. .lfl;;!0. Sermon in test of
if you have the slightest doubt- 'make five year proof, to establish lion in a snort time. They are now
his career, and admitted that
be'
ore to
.
shipping two cars of high-grad- e
only when he was offered a Princess ; that I.ydia K. Pnililiam's Yeirctn- claim lo the land above described,
At 4 o clock p. in., Rosary and
t'lc compound will
lrore the regis'. r and receiver, U 8.
EI Paso weekly.
,'hftd he quailed.
.
Mcilit-hiPt'olo Lydia E.Pinkliam
.
s. ,., K x M OI1 the
j, ' , otIi
Socorro County.
'
;"""""'
'
(confidential) I. yiin, Mass., lor ad- - ,JecFirst Presbyterian Church.
1
"
Pacific Mines Co. (Mogollon)-Ele- c-j
vice. Your letter will he
-

,.,,.,,.,

,,,

,.,.

ff

,,..

,.,

nor,.,ut

..."

flllttmTaU?

trical equipment purchased several z (.(ner (;rant
Mc(,aMmlf!. Minister.
months ago is now being Installed.
ay

ter supply has been established

cme

by j ."0h
mile the Lord;

Dc

us .K've ,n""k!1 nl
for He is good and his
Uit

opened,

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Residence!

Claimant names as witnesses:
Plaeido Chavez, Emilio Delgado
Melquiados Martinez, Juan Montc'..a
y Lopez, all of Santa Ke, N. M,

read and answered hv a woman,
rnd held in Ktriet confidence

Vargas.

0. C. Croke, Denver.

HODCARRlER HASIJ'

FRANCISCO DELGADO.
sinking
FOR BAIL
Register.
from mill and installing electric pump mercy endureth forever.
Sunday School 9:45. Fred McRride,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
New York, Nov.
It is easy to understand why an In- - superintendent.
John O'Keefe.
11
I.
HI....
ltni.n!n.
. ,
14
years old, a hodcarrier, caused the Department of the Interior,
creasing number of bottles of Foley Wanted 6 An Invitation
to Enjoy a
Silvci'tou, (Spectators in the municipal court toj United States Land Office.
Honey and Tar Compound is sold year
Colo.
'gasp when he produced a roll of bills;
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 30 ,191".
Thos. Verran, 2X6 Edward Street, Thanksgiving Dinner."
ly.
Junior Endeavor,
p. ni.
H. A. Meudenhall, New Orleans.
to
Notice is hereby given that the. t'ol-- j
amounting to $1210 preparatory
Houghton, Mich., gives an excellent
s
Adult Endeavor (1:30. Subject "Is
K.
claimant has .filed
reason when he writes: "Foley Honey
furnishing a cash bail of $:sun. There
Speare, Albuquerque.
final
R. E. Twilchcll, Las Vegas.
also a gasp from Magistrate tice of his""ltlt"aiKij3, t mak
and Tar Compound has always proven Your Life Discontent or Praise?" Al-- j
an effective remedy, quickly relieving berta Smith, leader.
E, L. Kern, Denver.
proof in support of his claim MMjjer,
jSchnlz.
7:30.
Theme
iEvening Worship
"That is mil stage money, Is it ?" sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
Francis E. Wood. Albuquerque.
tickling in the throat, and stopping
"Wanted
Some One to Accept a
he inquired.
the cough with no bad after effects.
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
F. M'ackpherson, Chicago.
Work Will Pick Up.
t he capital Pharmacy.
"It's the real stuff," was O'Keefe by the act of February 21, 1893 (2(
Hearty Invitation to Dine."
M. C.
Applegate, St. Louis.
Good progress is being made on the
Special music under the direction
answer.
Stats. 470) and that said proof will.
E. S. Foreman, X. Y. C.
track laying on the branch line of railof Mr. Teare at both services.
"And where did you get it?" the.be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
X. V. C.
H.
WOMEN
WANT
EQUALITY
Schwart,
road into the Burro mountains and it
No Thursday morning services on
s. Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on Dec. 9,
magistrate wanted to know.
AND WILL GET IT.
Joaehp Eldodt, Chamita
is expected that the track will be Into
account of the union services in this
was
the
11913, viz: John W. Akers of Santa
"llodcarrying,"
reply.
E.
F.
Brown,
Espanola.
Tyrone in 10 days or two weeks. Folchurch Thursday morning. Every one
O'Keefe w as arrested last night on Fe, X. M., for the lot 1, Sec. 8, lot 1
James Hunter, El Paso.
(Continued fium page six.)
is cordially Invited.
lowing the completion of the railroad
a warrant
2 and SW4 NW4 Sec. 9, T. 21 N,
charging disorderly
.Mr. Murlie and wife, Minnesota.
it is expected that there will be in'li ft.
"What shall I render unto the Lord
R 1 W., N. M. P. M.
to propose marriage to men even if soRoy Newman, City.
creased activity in the new camp, alfor all his mercies unto me?"
C. A. Cnrnuh, Antonita.
He names the following witnesses
ciety gave them the right to offer
though work upon the mill cannot
Church of the Holy Faith.
Ala. A. F. Willis suf- - to prove his actual continuous adverse
1
I. Sparks, Gallup.
Birmingham,
themselves?"
said. "In the first
Relics.
Valuable
millsite
the
of
until
start
the grading
(Episcopal).
fered greatly from asthma and brm-- , possession of said tract for twenty
R. Meshler, Gallup.
Some excellent specimens of his place, they would not feel like asking
U completed.
Chadwick and Deyo
Rev. Leonidas Smith. Rector.
chitls. He writes: "1 got no reJtef, years next nreceatne the survev of the
T.
men
C. Tillotson, Roswell.
to
And
them.
of
support
cliff
then,
of
the
remains
on
torical
men
at work
dwellings
have a large, force of
Services Sunday. November 23rd
itintil J took Foley'B Honey and Tar township, viz,:
L. Orendorf, Denver.
this at the present time. Silver City in the canyons tributory to the Sapel- course, if a man should turn a wom (Sunday next, before Advent).
j
It entirely removed those
Do J. Boujac Carlsbad.
jCoinpotind.
an's
E.
she
be
would
hor
Enterto
('apt.
proposal
down,
were
the
Reyes Lucero, Henrique Valriez, J.
8 a. m.
brought
io river,
Holy Communion.
Independent.
'choking sensations, and never failed J. Salazar, E. A. Miera, all of Cuba,
ashamed."
Montezuma.
V.
Bush
ribly
Faris
office
recently by
prise
9:45 a. m. Sunday School and Bible
comfortable
an
to
and
easy
produce
Harold Pierce, Albuquerque.
N. M.
"But why should she be ashamed?'' Class.
jof this city, and B. M. Cartney of DenIncreased Work.
eondition of the throat and lungs.
W. U. Maitland, Denver.
nilin ntnva
nnnnnnnrl litlrti tVl rt retorted the Joan of Arc of "emotionAny person who desires to protest
ini
11
a.
m.
Choral
Morning
brn-'Ihe
week
Prayer
Capital Pharmacy.
The brick plant is this
;
J. C. Duncan, St. Joseph, Mo.
the allowance of said proof,
mfa ,n
al equality." "Why should anyone be unu Beriiiun,
against
ana
i.nurcn
ouuject,
ing a large kiln of paving brick whichDr. Tnnnus, City.
or who knows of any substantial reaof
an
ashamed
honest
digtrict
State."
prefexpressing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION, PUB- son under the laws and
are certain to find a ready market beE. Jellinek', Philadelphia.
regulations of
The evening services begin next
evident hat one does not have erence? Why should she not care for
LIC LAND SALE.
cause of the superior quality of the
Matt Brown, Sterling, Colo.
the interior department
a man all the more if he declined her Sunday, November
Gida
why such
o
into
the
far
travel
at
7:45
30th,
upper
Public
of
Office
of
Commisisoner
Raton shale for paving brick pur.
S.
M.
Kenned. Los Angeles.
proof should not be allowed will be
he wonderful cliff dwe
t0 J
proposal in the same frank spirit o'clock. A series of addresses on
Mexico.
New
State
of
The plant now has on hand a
Lands,
C. Hampton, Los Angeles.
given an opportunity at the
which have attracted tourists to which prompted her to make it? Why, "Confirmation" will be given during
supply of over 300,000
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 27, 1913.
Win. Dewel, Alamosa.
time and place to cross-ex- the northern part of Orant county, i'.' I had ever proposed to a man I'd the evening services in Advent (Nov.
is
mod
are
Notice
pur
mercial brick that
being
hereby given that,
W. H. Ritter, Denver.
amine the witnesses of said claimant
next
may simply love him all the more for turn- 30th, till Christmas;
dwellings
pre.histor,c
subject
m-an
of
to
tne
ui
suant
B. A. Nymeyer,
!ta found unmolested near the meer- - ing me down if he didn't care for me! Sunday, "The Church Catechism.")
aDd to offer evidence in rebuttal
provisions oi
rapidly because
Carlsbad.
of
u, ti uuuu. ,b
.1. R. Butler, Dnrango, Colo.
Congress approved June 20th,
that submitted by claimant.
It is absolutely wrong for women to
h
Music.
on
the
Order
mines
of
Sapello.
of
the
New
Mexico,
the Laws of the State
the plant La running lull time for
A. U. Morrison, El Reno, Okla.
FRAXC1SCO DELGADO,
In one of the dwellings a small ig" around with a longing miserable, Organ Prelude.
and the rules and regulations of the
past severe' months. The manage-Solo and Chorus "Consider
Alto
Register.
comes"
attitude
toward
found
and
was
cactus
fibre
blanket
of
ment expects to be compelled to give
slate land office, the Commissioner of
and Hear Me,"
beside it a shock of tall grass that life. As for what you say about ask-Pdueger NO CHICKENS PIGS
sale
will
at
offer
lands
public
public
employment to a large increase in the from the
Miss Edna Abrahamson, Soloist
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
upon it must have ing a man to support her, no woman
highest bidder, at 10 o'clock a. Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
plant's working force if the proposed been usedimpression
THPMit0 ine Monda-vfMDQ
for a pillow by these inter- should demand that under any cir- Processional No. 673 "I Heard the
Janu"
of
district
19tn
business
the
the
for
day
paving
plan
'
Voice of Jesus Say"
Office at Santa Fe, X. M., NovemDykes
people. The characteristic frag- enmstances! She should be capable of
of Raton is carried through to a suc- esting
ary, 1914, in the town of Las Cruces,
Boice
ber 0, 19)3.
,
ments of pottery and corn cobs were supporting herself, and her prido jVenite
Pa., Nov. 22. Orders county of Dona Ana, State of New
cessful conclusion. Raton Range.
Beethoven have been issued here by officials of
(Republication)
also found in these dwellings. Near should keep her from offering her love (Gloria Patri
House
Court
in
of
the
Mexico
front
Notice is hereby given that Fran- Schilling the Delaware and Hudson Coal Cointhe gigantic cliff was found a small till she can do it, without putting Te. Deum
described
the
following
therein,
Good Work By Girls.
Nevln pany to the effect that all men
cibco Mora, of Cuba, N. M., who made
piece of cement, such as was used herself in the position of a mendicant. juDiiate
who. ta f .n(j ,.jz
small holding claim No. 5277, serial
tlarratt are paid monthly by the company will
Several weeks ago the younger girls in walling the dwellings, bearing the This would still save enough 'Clinging (Gloria Tibi
W
West
36;
Section
half
Tn.
Xo. 015207, for Lot 1, Section 21, Lots
a club and impression of a small hand. Silver Vines' for the men who want them. A Introix Baritone Solo "Jesus the not be permitted to keep chickens,
of the town organized
N M.
4, 5 and ti, Section 16, Township 21 N
Porter pigs, cows or other animals if they de Town8l,lp lfl Southi Range 2 W
Thought of Thee"
named it the Sunshine Club. An item City Enterprise.
true vine would never be able to husor
more
P. M., containing 320 acres,
Mr. R. L. Ormsbee.
in the paper to this effect was copied
Range 1 W., X. M. P. Meridian, ha
tle enough dollars to get out of the
sire to remain on the payrolls.
on
less; there are no improvements
filed notice of intention to make small
No. 636
"How
The
by several papers of the state.
mendicant class and qualify for emo Sermon Hymn
No explanation is made by the comMining More Active,
W
and XE
Firm a Foundation"
holding proof to establish claim to the
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jobs lessens the comfort we would feel grade and four taught under permits,
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.. .'
.teachers as follows: Two held lifejin good condition.
RALPH C. KINSEU.,
Some changes have been made in
Icertilicates: two had five year profes-- j
D. C. KIN SELL.
the cast since it was announced origInsurance Suit Filed
01 hnrf first srnde. 17 second
.Tames T. Fay, o Farmiugton, San Umrte
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ofjinally
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third
stiperintendent
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grade
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cast is given out today as fol- IMPORTANT NOTICE TO KNIGHTS
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with
a
The monthly payroll amounted
government of the tax on two gallons
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Augustus Keene Shaver
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the
which
of
$4271,
of fruit brandy.
Jesse Nusbaum Monday evening, November 24th, at
county
of Alameda, Bernalillo
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The case was tried in tlie U. S. dis- - and the women $2254.
Insurance company Senator I'nderholt ....W. M. Caldwell 7:30 at the new club rooms in the old
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$61
Royal
was
against
salary
H.
monthly
trict court before Judge William
on Water
A. T. Koch Parochial school building
nn an average
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annual
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urged to attend as the insurance polin salaries was 30.04fi.12. ThPjtoya seeks to collect the sum or nmm, (ieorge wastnngton jacKson
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F. Keefe icies have arrived and will be disreceived
$13,740.12, and the wo-- ; $600 and $1600 respectively for fire,
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marshal on complaint
a
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ago by
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The average an-- which were burned.
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........deputy
'
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ternal revenue office.
Mrs. Arabella Beeknian Streets
Notaries Named.
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Notaries were appointed by Cover-The local internal revenue officials
Bernice Underholt
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distillery with which Mr. Fay was
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connected upon reading a report in
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the New Mexican that the distillery owned and IS rented. Of those owned, Lamy.
had been broken Into. A deputy was ifour were of frame construction, two
Wednesday Evn'g Nov. 26
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Cattle Company Incorporates.
sent to Farmingtou to investigate and of brick, one of stone and 27 adobe,
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Land
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The Tres Ritos Cattle and
were reported in good
celled, evidence if the suspicions Twenty-ninSt. Louis, Mo., Nov, 22. Uniform
company filed Incorporation papers toseemed to be well founded.
condition and one only. fair.
commarriage and divorce laws, uniform
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defending Mr. Fay.
gas, there are 71 school districts. Aland Eugene Montague
It is said that this is the first
total of 88 teachers were employed, ot iThe company is capitalized at $10,000 tions adopted by the National League
its kind in this district for iwhom 47 were men and 41 females, land the incorporators have subscribed of Compulsory education officials dur-A. B. Fall, ing the second session of its annual
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Two held life certificates, two had five- - tor the stock as follows:
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There are 28 districts in the county,
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ELKS' THEATRE

THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the satisfaction of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
send out of town for anything you may need in the Hardware Line,
the Stock of YOUR RELIABLE HARDWARE
STORE is complete,
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good.
This is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
GO TO
BEACHMAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
'
They Believve in the "Golden Rule All Ways."

'
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MY FRIEND
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FROM INDIA

j
.

JThe Reliable Hardware Store.
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The Clarendon Garden,
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are generally wen aressea. you apprc-l vJ
date the importance of it, and you've had to work out
spend just enough to get the higher
carefully the relationship between price and values to
MARX make the sort of clothes that I
&
result and not a dollar more. HART SCHAFFNER
i
fabrics, fine tailoring, fine
Everything about them are wool
young men ought to wear.
utmost
the
economy vaiuAs-- Jr th5 i
fashions, correct fit-- all these things represent
and I
Suits and Overcoats at
young business man. We offer special values in these
if
we advise every young man or old man to examine the values at this price. Then - you i
or $50i
tnnct vr.ii mn nnv iss$18 or $20 or. if vou choose, you can pay more--$4- 0
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designs, both conventional and flowered creations of every pleasing distinctiveness and exceptionally good
quality at every price, makes buying
here particularly satisfactory. Attractive linens add much to the
charm and beauty of a Thanksgiving dinner, and you should see
the many unusual values we are
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Copyright Hart Scliuffuer & Man

Our stock of Thanksgiving Linen
was never bigger nor better than
this season. Beautifully patterned

The lustre and finish of these linens
are beyond the ordinary, and every
woman who likes beautiful linens
should see them.
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